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FAREWELL RECEPTION - J. W. ROBERTSON PASSES
AT WELLINGTON
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are starting a "Coming Events" column
and under that heading in ten point type the
words: "Notices under this head 5 cents a
line." Under this head goes all, bake sales, concerts, dances, entertainments, everything which
is for the purpose of raising money.
The reason for this notice, "is that it costs
money to set type for every inch of space.
,
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Just after the sun had disap
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friends who mourn the death
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Munsingwear made
fit and wear
only the
finest of materials are
and, the garments
are hand tailored.
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return has

been workiug for the Roy Trad
ing Co., and clerk in the post office at which places he will be
sadly missed as they had all lear
ned to love his kind disposition
and strong personality for which
he was so well known.
On account of the serious ill
ness of his father who is lying
at deaths door from an incurable i
disease, sclerosis, the body was
taken by undertaker Dodds im
mediately after death to the home of Raymond P. Shaya'where
it rested until 10 A. M. Wednesday morning and was then taken
to the St Georges Chapel where
Mass was held and then rested
in the church until 3 P. M. when
the regular funeral services were
held by RevFather Vachon, who
in well chosen words gave an ac- count. of, the life.of this promis
ing: young, man aucF aslted his
he?erz to let his life be a exam- -
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FRESH HALIBUT, OYSTERS
Later, part of the week.
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A Profitable Place to Trade.
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Full double
sole; óak outsole, leathérc-unters, ouisiae counter pociiet
full vamp, soft tips and grain
leather innersole.
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Sudan Grass Seed 3 cents a pound.
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

By BOOTH TARKINGTON

Sure Relief

Copyrltflit by DouMeday, Page 6 Company

25 and 754 Packages, Everywhere

THE

many battles."
"I mean; you said you never got
scared they'd win the war."
"No, we were never afraid of that."
"Well, but If they were good men
and fought like wildcats, Grandpa,
and kep' winning battles and everything, how could that be? How could
you help beln' scared they'd win. the
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MAN.
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Write for 32- Page Booklet,
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Here's another of those Booth
stories
and
that set everyone laughingyouth.
living over again the days of
This one Is much like "Penrod"
and "Seventeen" and "The Oriole."
It's different, too, in that It carries
Ramsey Mllholland and Dora.To-cuthrough school and college Ufe
to early maturity In the World
War. So It's serious as well as
funny, and It's one of Booth
best of Its kind. That's
enough.
Tarklnerton

m
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Loom Products
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Company

war?"
The grandfather's feeble eyes twinkled brightly. "Why, we knew they

couldn't, Ramsey."
At this, the little vertical shadows
on Ramsey's forehead became more
pronounced, for he had succeeded In
thinking. "Well, they didn't know they
couldn't,-- did they?" he argued. "They
thought they were goln' to win, didn't

Uta. Co.

Caiy Carriages OFumitwvA

Use This Coupon

f
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atj....

M
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The Allegheny river Is navigable for
150 miles above Pittsburgh.

When Johnnie comes marching home
again,
Hurrah! Hurrah!
they?"
We'll give him a hearty welcome then,
Hurrah! Hurrah!
"Yes; I guess they did. But you
The men with cheers, the boys with see they were wrong."
' shouts.
The ladies they will all turn out.
"Well, but " Ramsey struggled.
And we'll all feel gay, when Johnnie
"Listen! Listen here, Grandpa I Well,
comes marching home again!
anyway, If they never got scared we'd
The old man and the little boy, his win; and nobody got scared they'd win
grandson, sat together In the shade of
well,' I don't
the big walnut tree in the front yard,
"You don't see what?"
PaDay
watching the "Decoration
But Ramsey found himself unable
rade," as it passed up the long street ; to continue his concentration. "Oh,
and when the last of the veterans was. nothln' much," he murmured.
out of sight the grandfather mur"I see." And his grandfather laughed
mured the words of the tune that came again. "You mean : If the Johnnies
drifting back from the now distant felt just as sure of winning the war
band at the head of the procession.
as we did and kept winning battles,
"Did you, Grandpa?" the boy asked. why shouldn't we ever have had any
"Did I what?"
doubts we were going to win? That's
"Did you all feel gay when the army it, Isn't It?"
got home?"
"I guess so, Grandpa."
"It didn't get home all at once, pre"Well, I think it was. mostly because
cisely," the grandfather explained. we were certain that we were right."
"When the war was over I suppose we
"I see," said Ramsey. "The Johnnies
felt relieved, more than anything else." knew they were on the side of the
"You didn't feel so gay when the
war was, though, I guess!" the boy

see"

If You Need a Medicina
Ycu Should Have

CHAPTER I.

yovt

8UH

tiis Best

Have you ever stopped to reason why
it is that so many products that are extensively advertised, all at once drop out
of sight and are soon forgotten? The
reason is plain the article did not fulfill
the promises of the manufacturer. This
Jijones U1U1C ytXL biuuiai ly lu a iucuivjuc.
A medicinal preparation that has real
curative value almost sells itself, as like
an endless chain system the remedy is
by those who have been
recommended
benefited, to those who are in need of it.
A prominent druggist says "Take for
example Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Rooa
preparation I have sold for many years
and never hesitate to recommend, for in
almost every caso it shows excellent results, as many of my customers testify.
No other kidney remedy has so large a
sale."
According to Bworn statements and
verified testimony of thousands who have
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
is due to the fact,
Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
so many people claim, that it fulfills almost every wish in overcoming kidney,
liver and bladder ailments; corrects uri
nary troubles and neutralizes the uric
acid which causes rheumatism.
You may receive a sample bottle of
Swamp-Roo- t
by Parcels Post. Address
Co., 13inghamton, ti. x
Dr. Kihné
and enclose ten cents; also mention this
Large
paper.
and medium size bottles
for sale at all drug stores.Advertlsement
t,

ventured.
"I guess we didn't."
"Were you scared, Grandpa? Were
you ever scared the Johnnies would

winr
"No.

We weren't

that."

.

"WeJl, weren't you ever scared yourself, Grandpa? I mean when you were
In

.

Whv Men
Take

Afastill's Yeast

Vitamon

Tablets To Clear
The
and Put
Firm

"Putty-boo-

!

Putty-boo-

!

as
the drums and then as the bugles:
"Ta, ta, ra, tara!" He addressed his
"Whoa,
there, you
restive legs:
Whitey! Gee! Haw! Git up!" Then,
vavlng an Imaginary sword :
!" he vociferated,

"Col-lum-

Of what use aire fine features

flabby flesh, sunken cheeks,
pouches under the eyes, or a
careworn, sickly-lookiface?
ng

If you want to quickly clear your
skin and complexion, put some firm,
healthy flesh on your bones, increase
your nerve force and power and look
and feel far better, simply try taking
two of MASTIN'S tiny yeast VITAMON TABLETS with each meal and
watch the results.
MASTIN'S VITAMON TABLETS
contain not only the purest form of
concentrated yeast vitamtnes, but all
three vitamines scientifically com-

bined with specially prepared organic
iron for your blood, the necessary
lime salts and other true vitalizing
brain, bone and tissue making elements which Nature provides to proflesh, clear
duce real "stay-ther- e"
Skin and increase energy.
Under their purifying influence,
many embarrassing skin eruptions
seem to vanish as if by magic, leaving
the skin and complexion fresh, clear
and glowing with ruddy health.
To protect yourself against imitations and cheap substitutes INSIST

upon MASTIN'S to ret the oricinal
and genuine VITAMON TABLETS,
recommended by physicians and used
by millions. At all good druggists.

n

rights Farwud march I Halt!
Carry harms!" He "carried arms."
"Show-dle- r
harms!" He "shouldered
arms," and returned to his seat.
"That'd be me, Grandpa. ' That's the
way I'd do." And as the grandfather
nodded, seeming to agree, a thought
recently dismissed returned to ' the
mind of the composite procession and
he asked:
"Well, why weren't you ever afraid
the Johnnies would whip the Unions,
Grandpa?"
"Oh, we knew they couldn't."
"I guess so." TheIittle boy laughed
dtedainfully,minklng bls question satisfactorily answoTtsL"! guess those
nle j)jh;ujlfts eouldu't;,blpned a flea!
They dlUii'tmyi4Wto fight any at,
all, tild they. Grandpa?"
.'.
'";
"OIi; yen, theydW
"What?" The boy wasAastfHiinded.
"Weren't they all just reg'Iar ole cowards, Grandpa?"
"No," said the grandfather. "They
;
were pretty fine soldiers."
"They were? Well, they ran away
whenever you began shootln' at 'em,
didn't theyr
."Sometimes they did, but most times
they didn't. Sometimes they fought
like wildcats and sometimes we were
the ones that ran away."
"But the Johnnies were bad men,
weren't they, Grandpa?"
"No."

StaWtH CU Md U Grim
DtMist rté has smmuím Mr,
Hnj twrtraJt taa alfMlttl.
. . HILL COM? ANY, DCTtOTf

Wtmxe

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

22.

E

The boy's forehead, customarily vacant, showed some little vertical
shadows, produced by a struggle to
think. "Well, but" he began slowly.
"Listen, Grandpa, listen herel - You
said you said you. never got 'scared
he ole Johnnies were goln' to win."
"Thev did win pretty often." said

you
get back In Une or I won't 'let you
b'long to it at all!"
The pretender succumbed; he Instantly dismounted, being
and overawed.- - On foot he took his
place In the ranks, while Ramsey became sternly vociferous.
company! Farwud march!
Col-lum- n

right

harms!

Halt!
Carry harms"
The army went trudging away un
der the continuous but unheeded fire
of orders, and presently disappeared
round a corner, leaving the veteran
chuckling feebly under his walnut tree
and alone with the empty street. All
trace of what he had said seemed to at Itl
rhyme as an ex
Here Is a
have been wiped from the grandson's
ample :
mind; but memory has curious ways.
Ramsey had understood not a fifth nor
Two teaspoont of this powder make
a tenth of his grandfather's talk, and
Biscuits, muffins, pie or cake,
already he had "forgotten" all of It
The Price's Co., guarantee
yet not only were there many, many
No alum in the cans to be.
times In the boy's later life when,
As Dr. Price's Phosphate Baking
without ascertainable cause, he would Powder
sells for only 25 cents a 12
remember words and sentences spoken oz. can &t grocery stores, some
by the grandfather, though the lisrhymes could play up the remarkable
tener,
had heard but the economy of this pure and wholesome
sound of an old, earnest voice and baking powder which
contains no alum.
even the veteran's meaning finally
All rhymes must be received by
took on a greater deflnlteness til It
May.l, 1922. Only words appearing
became, In the grandson's thoughts, either on the label of the Dr. Price
something clear and bright and beautican (front and back) or on the
ful that he knew without being Just printed slip contained Inside
the can
sure where or how he had learned It. may.be used. These words may be
used as often as desired, but no other
CHAPTER II
words will be allowed. If you haven't
a can of Dr. Price's, a copy of the
Ramsey MUholland sat miserably In
label and the printed slip will be sent
school, his conscious being consisting to you
free upon request.
principally of a dull hate. Torpor
Any woman or girl may enter the
fifteen-minuwas a little dispersed during a
Contest, but only one rhyme from each
Interval of "Music," when he person will be considered. In case of
and all the other pupils In the large
ties, the full amount of the prize will
room of the "Five B. Grade" sang
be given to each tying contestant.
fractions pf what they enun- Write plainly on only one side of a
ciated as "The Star
of paper and be sure to give
Banner" ; but afterward he relapsed sheet
your name and address.
Into the low spirits and animosity natSend your rhyme before May 1st to
ural to anybody during enforced conPrice Baking Powder Factory, 1007
finement under Instruction. No alleviaIndependence Blvd., Chicago, 111. AdRlght-showdl-

march.

Far-wu-

'

te

d

ever afraid of

a battle."
The old man
"Oh, yes; I was."
laughed. "Scared aplenty!"
"I don't see why," the boy said
promptly.: "I wouldn't be scared In a
battle."
"Wouldn't you?"
" 'Course not ! Grandpa, why don't
The wise man keeps his temper you march In the Decoration Day paeven when he Is petting the worst of It rade? Wouldn't they let you?"
"I'm not able to march any more.
Too short of breath and too shaky In
the legs and too blind.".
"I wouldn't care," said the boy. "I'd
be In the parade anyway, If I was you.
If I'd been In your place, Grandpa, and
they'd let me be In that parade, I'd
been right up by the band. Look,
Grandpa ! Watch me, Grandpa ! This
Is the way I'd be, Grandpa."
He rose from the garden bench
where they sat, and gave a complex
Imitation of what had most appealed
to him as the grandeurs of ihe procession, his prancing legs simulating
those of the horse of the grand marOn shal, while his upper parts rendered
Skin
the drums and bugles of the band, as
Flesh
well as the officers and privates of the
Easy and Economical
Remits Quick
militia company which had been a feature of the parade. The only thing
he left out was the detachment of
veterans.

with an ugly, mottled akin,

J

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitini iiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifgiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiF:
the grandfather. "They won a good myself, yesterd'y afternoon,- and

A new contest Is Just being started
which will Interest every woman and
girl who reads this paper. Any woman
or girl can enter this Contest anyone
can win I All It Is necessary to do Is to
rhyme on Dr. Price's
write a
Phosphate Baking Powder, using only
the words which appear either on the
label of the Dr. Price can (front and
back) or on the printed slip which Is
found In each Dr. Price can.
Isn't that easy? Everyone likes to
make rhymes and here is a chance to
spend a fascinating hour or two writing rhymes on this popular Baking
Powder and perhaps winning a substantial prize for your efforts.
.69 CASH PRIZES
For the rhyme selected as best a
prize of $100 will be given; for the
second, third and fourth best rhymes
prizes of $75, $50 and $25, respectively will be given. And besides these
prizes there will be 65 prizes of $5
each for the next 55 best rhymes. With
such a long list of prizes as these, It
would be a pity not to try your hand

"I Wouldn't Care," Said the Boy. "I'd
Be in the Parade Anyway, If I Was
You."

tion was accomplished by an Invader's
temporary usurpation" of the teacher's
platform, a brisk and unsympathetical-l- y
cheerful young woman mounting
thereon to "teach German."
For a long time mathematics and
German had been about equally repulsive to Ramsey, who found himself
dally In the compulsory presence of
both ; but he was gradually coming to
regard German with the greater horror,
because, after months of patient
mental resistance, he at last began to
comprehend that the German language
has sixteen special and particular ways
of using the German article corresponding to that flexible bit of a word
so easily managed, in English the.
What In the world was the use of
having sixteen ways of doing a thing
that could just as well be done In one?
If the Germans had contented themselves with insisting upon sixteen useless variations for Infrequent words,
such as hippopotamus, for instance,
Ramsey might have thought the affair
unreasonable but not necessarily vicious it would be easy enough to
avoid talking about a hippopotamus
if he ever had to go to Germany. But
the fact that the Germans picked out
a and the and many other little words
In use all the time, and gave every one
of them sixteen forms, and expected
Ramsey Mllholland to learn this dizzying uselessness
down to the last
crotchety detail, with "When to employ
Which" ns a nausea to prepare for the
final convulsion when one didn't use
Which, because It was an "Exception"
there was a fashion of making easy
matters hard that was merely hellish.
The teacher was strict but enthusiastic ; she told the children, over and
over, that the German was a beautiful
language, and her face always had a
glow when she said this. At such
times the children looked patient ; they
supposed It must be so, because she
was an adult and their teacher; and
they believed her with the same manner of believing which those of them
who went to Sunday school used there
when the Sunday school teachers were
pushed Into explanation of various
matters set forth In the Old Testament, or gave reckless descriptions of
heaven. That is to say, the children
did not challenge or deny ; already
they had been driven Into habits of
resignation and were.passing out of
the age when childhood Is able to reject adult nonsense.
Ramsey Mllholland did not know
whether the .English' language was
beautiful or not; he never thought
about It. Moreover, though his deeper
Inwards hated "German," he liked his
German teacher, and it was pleasant
to look at her when that glow came
upon her face.

devil." But at this, the grandfather's
laugh was louder than It had been before, and Ramsey looked hurt. "Well,
you can laugh If you want to!" he
objected In an aggrieved voice. "Any
way, the Sunday school sup'lntendent
told us when people knew they were
on the devil's side they always "
"I dare say, I dare say," the old man
Interrupted, a little Impatiently. "But
In this world mighty .few people think
they're on the devil's side, Ramsey.
The South thought the devil was on
our side, you see."
"Well, that kind o' mixes It all up
'
more'n ever."
"Suppose you look at It this way:
The South was fighting for what It
believed to be Its right to be a country by itself ; but we were fighting for
'Liberty and Union, now and forever,
one and Inseparable.' There's the reason we had the certain knowledge that
we were "going to win the war. How
plain and simple It is!"
Ramsey didn't think so. - He had be
gun to feel bored by the conversation,
and to undergo the oppression he usually suffered In school. The earnest
old voice of the veteran was only a
sound in the boy's ears.
"Boom " The veterans had begun
to Are their cannon on the crest of the
low hill, out at the cemetery ; and from
a little way down the street came the
of, a toy drum and sounds of
a fife played execrably. A file of chil
dren In cocked hats made of newspa
pers came marching Importantly up
the sidewalk under the maple shade
trees;, and In advance, upon a velocipersonage,
pede, rode a
shrieking incessant commands but not
concerning himself with whether or
" You bet your life I hate
not any military obedience was thereher. ' Teacher's Pet,' that's
by obtained. Hese was a revivifying
what I call her.",
effect upon young Ramsey; his slugopened
;
electrically
he
gard eyelids
TO BE CONTINUED.)
leaped to his feet and,, abandoning his
grandfather without preface or apolo
'
Limited Rule.
gy, sped across the lawn and out of
you are
yourself
happy
and
"Believe
the gate, charging headlong upon the
happy," says a writer. Unfortunately,
commander of the company.
i "You get off that loclpede, Wesley that rule doesn't work when a man
Bender!' he bellowed. "You gimme thinks he Is wise, for then he Is otherthat sword What rights you got to go wise.
beln' captain o' my army, I'd like to
One humble cottage on ' earth Is
know! Who got up this army, In the
first place. Td like to know I I did, better than a dozen castles In the air.
rat-a-t-

.

1
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vertisement
Honesty the Best
"I'm afraid dad will find out that
we disobeyed him last night."
"The best way to keep him from
finding out Is to tell him. He never
remembers anything." Nushvllle
"'

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that It
Rpfira fho

TV

FT f .

y

rtUSTJÍZ2Ztl

Signature
In Use for Over 80 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Keeping Him Satisfied.
"There's a man from the tailor's,
sir."
"Tell him I can't pay his bill, but
I'll be around tomorrow to order another suit." Life.

YOU CAN WALK IN COMFORT
If yon Shake Into Tour Shoes some ALLEN'S
FOOTBAHB, the Antiseptic, Healing powder for shoes that pinoh or feet that ache.'
It takes the friction from the shoe and
gives relief to oorna and bunions, hot, tired,
sweating, swollen feet.
Ladles can- - wear
shoes one size smaller by shaking Allen's
Foot3Base In each shoe. Advertisement.

A really dangerous
ever suspected.

man Is hardly

Mrs. Ruth Williamson
Birmingham, Ala. "After becoming
a mother my health gave way. I suffered severely with a pain low down
In my right side. My sister-in-lahaving been cured of a bad case of
feminine trouble by taking Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription, advised me to
take It, which I did. I am now starting on my third bottle and the pain
has all left me. My husband said to
me the other day, 'That Favorite Prescription must be a wonderful medí-cinI don't hear you complaining any
more. "Mrs. Ruth Williamson, 4016
First Avenue.
You should obtain this famous Prescription now at your nearest drug
store, In tablets or liquid, or write Dr.
Pierce, President Invalids' Hotel In
Buffalo, N. Y for free medical advice.
e,

MAN'S
BEST AGE
A man is as old as his organs; he
can be as vigorous and healthy at
70 as at 35 if he aids his organs in
performing their functions. Keep

your vital organs healthy with

GOLD MEDAL

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles since
1696; corrects disorders; stimulates vital
organs. All druggists, three sizes.
Look for the name Gold Medal on overr boa
and accept no imitation

FARM COONHOCND
THE SOUTHERN
KENNELB, Selmer, Tenn. The Oldest and
Largest Institution of its kind In the world,
with thoueands of pleased customers ail over
America, are offering Coonhounds, Cathounds,
Combination Fur Hunters, squirrel and rabbit
doga, also young hounds and puppies, and
will gladly ship on free trial before you buy.
Large new catalogue, profusely illustrated,
describing all classes and ages, with full
information, will be sent to any address on
receipt of 25c. This catalogue was printed
at considerable expense, and we oannot send
any free copies.

HOUIEPjTA
instantly opens your head and
makes breathing' easy. Fine for
CATARRH COLDS COUGHS
751 at stores or 85 by mall Address
New York Drug Concern. New York

S7

THE

The Name

LABORATORY

"Cutters"

X

--

and Jlgiresihw

jon Serum. Vaccina

signifies. Mad by The Labora
yean of con
tory that Knows How." Twenty-fi- v
Kicntious endeavor in one line count for something.

The Cutter Laboratory

Berkeley

(U.S. License)

California

B. Coleman
Patent Lawyer, Washington
PATENTS Watson
n.n. Adriiwind book freo
Bates reasonable. Highest references. Beatserrlees

KeepYourSkin-Pore- s

Active and Healthy
With Cuticura Soap
Soap 25c, Ointment 25 and 50c, Tnlcam25c

PARKER'S

BALSAM
HAIR
FalUnd
Danartiff-- tops

Hir
Restore Color atad
BMirtr to Gray and Faded Hair
Rmoreff

MM
HINDERCORNS

cue. anaji.uuai iturvibib.
TTIpcqi Chem. Wfea..Patehogue,w.T.

little learning often saves a man
from jury duty.
A

now

.Y

$f.

flmoTM OfifiiSi Cal
loases, etc, stops all pain ensures comfort to ttit
feet, makes walklnif enwv. Iftu. by mail or at Druff
fists, HiaeoxChemica. Works, PatcUoffue.N. X.. J

ra worn

ESCAPED OPERATIONS
Doctor Advised Use of Lydia E. Pink-hamVegetable Compound

's

Happy Results in Both Cases
St Joseph, Missouri.

"Both of my

sides swelled and hurt me so that I
could not move or do any of my work.
There was heavy pressure and pains
through my lower organs and the
's
. doctor told me to try Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound for these
troubles. He said I had this one
chance, and if the Vegetable Compound did not help me nothing but an
operation would. After taking several
bottles I felt it was helping me and
now I am able to do my own work. If
my testimonial will help others I shall
be glad for them to read it and hope
your Vegetable Compound will do
them as much good as it did me."
Mrs. Wm. Lockman, 613 N. 4th St,
St Joseph, Mo.
White Plains. N. Y.- -"I had such a
pain that I could hardly walk and the
doctor said that I needed an operation. I was sick for a year before I
started taking your medicine and I
could not work. I saw your advertisement in a little book and that is how
I came to take Lydia E. Pinkham's
medicines. I have been taking the
Vegetable Compound and Lydia E.
Pink-ham-

Pinkham's Blood Medicine, also
Lydia E. Pinkham's Liver Pills and
used Lydia E. Pinkham's Sanative
Wash and the capsules and prescription recommended. I am doing all my
work and have gained twenty pounds.
I am taking the medicines still, but I
feel fine. You have my permission to
use this letter for the good of others. "
Mrs. MARYMARK,37HamiltonAve.,

White Plains, N. Y.
Some female troubles may through
neglect reach a stage when an operation is necessary. But most of the
commoner ailments are not the surgical ones; they are not caused by
serious displacements, tumors, or
growths, although the symptoms
may appear the same.
When distorting ailments first appear, take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to relieve the present distress and prevent more seri- ous troubles. Many letters have been
received from women who have been
restored to health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound after operations have been advised by attending physicians.

Lydia E. Pinkham's Private Text-Boo-k
noon "Ailments
Peculiar to Women" will be sent you free upon request. Write
to tbe Lydia E. Pink li am Medicine Co., Lynn, Massachusetts,
This book contains valuable Information,

fheSraaMArtKrieaaRoy. Ifardiirg Ctnmty, Nert Mexico Satatrrday April la, Íá22L' 1!
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PREPARATION OF FOOD
COOKING

CONWAY APPORTIONS OYER
TWO HUNDRED THOUSAND TO SCHOOLS

GLADSTONE

moisture

The cooking of food has much
to do with its nutritive values..
"
Many food articles which are
quite unfit for nourishment when raw are very nutrickms when
cooked. It is also a matter of
common experience that a well
cooked food is wholesome and
appetizing, while the same, mater
ial badly cooked is unpalatable.
There are thrpo chief purposes
of cooking. The first is to chan
ce the mechanical condition so
that the digestive juices can act
upon the tood more ireeiy. Heating often changes the structure
of food materials very materially
so that they are more easily

ialls soon we'll have to concede
that the "Great American Des-

The sum of $218,779, to the
of the current school fund
credit
sert" label once given to the
state treasury, has been
in
the
.Southwest : was an approptate
to the several counapportioned,
name.
V. Conway, state
by
ties
John
Lloyd Boiling closed a deal superintendent of public instruc
with Alfred Brown of Mills tion. The latest school census
it
whereby he traded his Ford
shows 121,544 children of school
for a horse and some age in the state, which makes
young cows. From all reports the per capita $1.80, Bemaimo
both parties traded to their mu- County leads with 11,989, San
tual advantage.. Lloyd is pre- Miguel is second with 8,913, Sanparing to farm the G. H. Hack-e-tt ta Fe is third with 8.388, while
ranch this season and already Catron and De Baca are almost
looks the part of a veteran far- tied for last place, the former
mer.
having 1,085, the latter only one
Mr. Knudson and Jim Ball more.
were business visitors in SpringThe complete apportionment
er last week. Mr. Ball sold his by counties the first column
half section of land three miles showing the number of pupils,
west of Gladstone to Mr. Knud-,so-n the second the amount received,
and received as part pay-- Bernalillo
11,989
t2l,5SU
I, .,J r.f faraav PAW9
j.
1,953
1,085
milking
Ration
and yearlings. Jim is
7,435
4,141
several of his newly acquired
12,855
7,142
run-adm-

-

"mortgage lifters."

.

.

J

LaSl WeBK MIC nevci vciw"'.
ounty assessor for Colfax county "worked" this part of his
territory and after appraising
our meager holdings left for
Raton Saturday afternoon. So
. far as we can
learn ne nevei
suffered any physical injuries at
the hands of the

De Baca

Dona Ana
Eddy

m

InnH

3,331

4,610
2,807
1,898

Grant
Guadalupe

Harding
Hidalgo
Lea
Lincoln

over-burden-

taxpayers.
Mr. Griffin made a trip to
Clayton last week.
Tho play given by the Roy
talent tl'OUD Saturday
night at the community hall was
crowd. The
of,níiw1
hvJ a large
J
bVViiuvv.

3,985
1,086
5,662

1,115
1,251"

2,698
2,120
3,034

Luna

j

McKinley
Mora
Otero
Quay
Rio Arriba
Roosevelt

.3,815

3,026
3,471
6,818

2,793
"2,084

aP- - SniiriiWAl

their

j

,

andean Juan
Were , San Miguel
different- mrtS
i
rendered was heard from Santa Fe
Sierra
all sides.
u..
well

wiaw

kQ

1,940
8,913
8,388
1,493

-

Model

land other digestive juices, and
thus digestion is aided. The
heat any
third is to kill-b'ease germs, parasites, or other
1,954 dangerous organisms it may con- 10,191 tain. This is often a very im- 5,995 portant matter, and applies to
8,298 both animal and vegatable foods.
5,052
The cooking of meats develops
3,416 the pleasing taste and odor of ex
2,007 tractives and that due to the
2,251 browned fat and tissues and sof
4856tens and loosens the protein of
.3,816 the' connective tissues, and thus
5,461 makes the meat more tender. Ex
6,867 treme heat, however, tends to
'5,446
and harden the albumi

Now

dis-7,1-

j
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Samson Truck Prices are not only lower than ever before
but they are complete with all up to the minute improvements.

;

6,247 noids of

the lean portions,

Samson Trucks were designed to give you large load
equal
ing space
distribution of weight, minimum wear on tires, same
size tires throughout, low loading yet high road clearance, easy control, and dependability.

EcOnOHiy!

Low first cost, years of splendid service: minimum
in head motor thattakes the load
wear; and an economical value
through on high makes Samson Trucks cheap to operate.

and"!

12,272 also weakens the iiavor oí extrac
5,027 tivesJf the heating is carried too
3,751 far a burned or charred product

ll

.

Mosquero Abstract & Title Co.

ff

"

1922.
ExAll orders carefully filled and promptly shipped by
TeleFlorists
press or Parcel Post. Our membership in the
graph Delivery Association enables U3 to deliver Flowers
for you anywhere in the United States on .a few hours

"

D6SÍtK

,

-

"25" Heavy Duty Track.

Chassis complete with driver's seat
Electric Lights and Starter

and more easily and thoroly
digested. The second is to make
it more appetizing by improving
the appearance ot iiavor, or botn
Food which is attractive to the
taste quickens the flow of saliva

s.

rij

Now

ed

ce

post-office-

"15" Light Truck.

Model

Chassis complete with Driver's Seat.,
and Electric Lights. Starter $23

3,492 of bad flavor results.
16,043
Meats lose weight in cooking.
15,098 A small part of this is due to es
2,687 cape of meat juices and fat, but
6,849 the chief part of the material is
3,805
Socorro
8,163 lost simple water. The nutritive
4,535
Taos
"EIGHTH GRADE ITEMS
6,751 value of a meat soup depends up
3,751
Torrance
8,800 on
4,889
Union
substances which are dissoJ-ve- d
We received our grades from Valencia
6984
3,869
out of the meat, bones, and
very
made
the state, every one
by the water. In ordinary
gristle
good grades for a month behind
meat
broth
these consist almost
NEWS
ABBOTT
state.
the other schools in the
wholly of extractives and salts,
grades
writing
Especially the
Dr. Thompson of Springer whch are very agreeable and of
were excellent, half made better
stimplants.
the
was called to Bruce, Mover's ten most useful as
grades at the state than
no
as achave
value
little
but
or
:
Saturday.
home
teachers gave them.
they
nutriment,
neith
since
tual
' Robert Elder is back in school Mr; and Mrs. Vera Knedler er build tisstfe nor yield energy.
again after being absent on ac- spent Saturday afternoon in Spr- The principles which underlie the
inger shopping.
count of a fractured leg.
cooking ot tish are essentially
Cole
Effie
and
Miss Connie Johnson is spend- the same as,with meats.
Young
Aurel
"are back in school again after ing the week end in French with
Breakfast Frday
her sister Miss E. Vay Johnson.
having a case of mumps.
prnues, Pasteurized
Stewed
will be back
Mr. and Mrs. Cl'vde McColpin milk. Whole
wheat pancakes of
land daughters, drove to Dawson buckwheat cakes served with mo
in school Monday.
Saturday returning bunaay.
dem manufactured syrup, meltHubsch, E. ed sutrar. or unsulnhured. old- Kenoyer,
John
E.
DAY
SEVENTH
REST ON THE
Peeples, S. White and Glen Pick- fashioned, open kettle molasses,
ett were business callers Satur- made by hundreds oi tarmers in
Postmaster General Work day.
the south for southesn consump
of
should have the cooperation
Co., is ship- tion, but because of northern
Mercantile
Abbott
desire
his
in
people everywhere
of its virtures rarely ship
ping out a car of com to Maxto curtail Sunday work in
purposes.
feeding
Lifor
beyond
ped
points
well
the Mason-JJixo- n
when
There was a time
ne.
man
big
telephone
every
Gilstrap,
in
W,W.
man
business
every
.,
i,
ui v,lie UaA trt am thru of Roy, made us a short visit Note : All .questions regarding
city mouu
these artiiles will be answered
Saturday.
his mail on Sunday, ine
'
discontinued
base-baof
thru these rolumns if sealed and
the
game
Department
The first
Office
delivery service in cities on Sun- season was held Sunday on the addressed to Helen Barr. Service
day and the change did not cause Abbott diamond between Abbott Bureau, 825 Larimer St. Denver.
and Newton . The score was 6 Editor.
even a slight jar in the business
any- to 2, in favor of Abbott.
asirte
from
ral
v
T?ii4
WU11U.
UUWivy
Wation. it is a Tfav Smith, manager of the STATE OF NEW MEXICO, )
to get thovr wikm Cq gt()r e spent Sunday m
people
'
for
thing
good
)SS.
wwvi
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HARDING.
COUNTY OF
Mills
minas
one day in seven.
A.
R.
Irvin
Torrey,
In the Justice's Court, Precinct
Mrs. Otis
anA Miss Ppplf. attended the ball
No.3, Before F. II. Foster, J. P.
ff,,ndav.
TnVin Bonomo of Mills was in
Depew,
Plaintiff,
Charles
to
.
v,a firef of the week on
vs.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hepburn
i
a and son, Eugene, spent Sunday Hugh Trout, ,
Defendant.
business and while here made
evening in MMs. ;
A.
S.
on
ATTACHMENT
the
OF
NOTICE
call
pleasant
To Hugh Trout, defendant in
the above entitled cause :
You are hereby notified that
by virtue of an attachment lately issued by the ajbove mentioned Court in favor of the above na
(Incorporated and Bonded.)
med plaintiff and against you, I
have levied on as your property
ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON ALL
following described goods
the
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.
and chattels, to wit, one Cook
Stove and vessels, one Bedstead
Springs and Mattress, one Ham-berInsurance of all kinds.
Waffon. one Dresser, and all
Special attention given to examining titles.
"
arid furniture in the Farm
Chairs
Conveyances.
House of Hugh Trout, five miles
Mosquero, New Mexico.
south east of Roy, Mew Mexico,
and that unless you appear before the abofe named Court on or
the 8th day of May. A. D. 1922,
at the hour of two o'clock P. M.
judgment will be rendered a-gamst you and said property
sold to satisfy said debt and the
costs of this action.
This 5th day of April, A. D.
plauses of the entire show

.

che-.w-

amsonirae&s

Satisfaction:

the service and atisfaction you are looking for.

Superiorty in design and performance in
hard service together with
unheard of low prices give you
the greatest truck values known.
Let us show this true value to you.
here-to-fo-

O.

A

JLJJL

Raton Greenhouses
"THE NAYLORS"
RatoH, N.M.
P. 0. Drawer 849
1

VV

The Samson Tractor Co. is a Division of General Motors Corporation

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC, REQUIRED
BY THE ACT OF
OF AUGUST
24,1912.
Of Spanish American publish
ed weekly at Roy, New Mexico
for April 1922.
)
State of New Merico
CON-RES- S

)ss.

County of Harding
O
Before me. a Justice of the
Peace in arid for the State and
County aforesaid, personally
Frank L. Schultz. who,
having leen duly sworn accord
ing to law, deposes and says that
he is tho Editor of the Spanish
America-.- and that the following
is, to th2 best ot his kowieage
and belief, a true statement ol
the ownership, management etc.,
of the aforesaid publication for
the date shown in the caption,
required by the Act of August
24, 1912, embodied in section 443
Postal Laws and Regulations,
printed on the reverse of this
ed

!

form, to wit:
1. That the names and addres
sp3 of tho publisher, editor, man
aging editor, and business mana
gers are:
Publisher Frank L. Schultz, Roy
N. M.. Editor Frank L. Schultz,
Editor
Roy, N.
Frank L. Schultz, Roy M. m.,
Business Managers, Frank L.
Schultz, Roy, N. M.

9.
That the owners are:
Frank L. Schultz, Roy, N. M., and

Mills. N. M., In- A proclamation has been sign tertype Corporation, Brooklyn, jn
g Y
ed by Gov. M. C. Mechem
Frank L. Schultz,
Saturday, April 22, as arof Editor.
Signature
bor Day. The proclamation calls
Sworn to and subscribed before
upon the people of the state to me this 10th day of April 1922.
'
display an active interest in the
F. II. Foster,
Justice of the Peace.
planting and preserving of tree.s.
disig-natin-

re

Mo tor
RfA7i
J 11 f ftmnnnv

1? Q

are:
Fred Fluhman,

notice.

-

.

True Value: Samson

William G. Johnson, Koy, JN. m.
3. That the known bondhold-trs- ,
mortgagees, and other security holders owning or holding 1
per cent or mor of total amount
J. G. Gambel,
mortgages, or other
Deputy Sheriff. of bonds,

;

"onstant use of Samson Trucks the year 'round over

all .kinds of roads, up steep hills, and ovei plowed fields will give you

STATE OF NEW MEXICO

Cappers' Weekly,
Capped'
Fanner and Household. All 3 for
)
$1.00 a year In clubs with your
favorite magazine at special
rates.
the 8th Lowest club rates on all leading
for the magazines.
State
R.S.Wood.
Roy, N.M.

COUNTY OF HARDING
No. 41.
In

)

)SS

.

the District Court of

Judicial District. in and
County of Harding,
of New Mexico.
C. K. .Luthy George Knudson,
J. R. Yarbrough, co- - partners
as C. K. Luthy & Co.,

I hereby announce myself a
Plaintiff candidate for Sheriff, subject to
the action of the Democratic
Convention of Harding Count v

vs.
.G

ANNOUNCEMENT

Burnett,

"

nominated and elected I
E
Defendant.
OF SHERIFF'S SALE.,ise to conduct the office strictly
.
.
.
On a hHSinPSS hasis with cnimmir
J
JNotice is hereby given that
Government as my
der and by virtue of a certain
Order of Sale, issued out of the,
Henry W. Fanner.
entitled court on the 13th
day of March, A. D. 1922, 1 will
offer at public sale to the high-- The County Board of ,Educa-e- st
bidder cash in hand on the tion is in session taday (Satur-2n-d
day of May, A. D. 1922, at day) at the County Seat. The
of 10.00 o'clock A. M. bonds of Solano. Mosquero and
hour
the
of said day at the ranch known Kephart will also be sold today
as the G. Burnett place of the; by County Treasurer Parkes.
County and State aforesaid, the The decision of the kind of
described property, or ings for the three distrcts will
so much thereof to realize the also be made at the Board meet- sum of FIVE HUNDRED E1GH- - ,mg.
TEEN & NO 100 Dollars, amount of Judgment and, SEVEN- ATTENTION FARMERS
TCTT?W & 7!inn dnllav
etc nf
said court action and ail other
Combelt thorobred stock
:
it
costs since incurred,
positively out of the best
Forty-fivhead of red .nd white
herds in the U.S. A. Puroc
faced cows, one herefor4 bull, ,va
Jersey Hogs, Poland China
rious brands, two red faced cows
Hogs, all big type and from
with calves at side, three red
Sires weighing 1000 lbs and
durham cows, one mottled cow,
up.
one r ora1.ear, ailt ngnt tme ana
I can furnish you any
equity m ana to a section oí lana,
breed of dairy cattle that
purchased from the State of
you want, at prices you can
New Mexico, - and all improveafford..
ments thereon including fixtures
Get in the thorobred ga
attached to said improvements,
menow for a few dollars
also one stack millet, 3 stacks
while prices are at rock botoats, about 200 bushels corn, 25
tom, and make yourself inacres corn, one corn sheiler, one
dependent in a few years.
water tank.
You need better dairy catday of April,
Dated this 3rd.
tle and hogs, and more of
'
A. D. 1922.
them on this mesa.
Geo. B. Spivey
Leo M. Wagner,
Sheriff, Harding County, New
Address me at;
Mexico.
Gilbertsville. Iowa.
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CLASSAFIED AD. RATES

'i

'

Classified advertising is 5 a line, minimum 'charge for
each insertion 25, ercept that six consecuia'we insertions
wille given for $1.25. All classified advertising CASH
IN ADVANCE. NO CHARGE orders accepted as no
books aie kept on this class of advertising.

"SELL IT WITH INK"

L.O.S.T

F OH

:S A L E

LOST: One pair of veterinary FOR SALE-401ivTypewriter
forceps between J. W. Nowlin and Check Prdtector.
home and Roy. Finder please
Roy Trading Co., Manager.
return to Spanish American
and receive reward. .
FOR RENT (OR SALE-T- he
first
house
iHsrth of Dr. Gibbs' place.
LOST: Watch Charm Skull,
Rent
per month and can be
about 14 in, in diameter, carved paid to$15 "National
Bank of Roy
the
out of bone. Finder please retuPrice right for cash or tonus
A.
S.
rn to' the
and receive
er

in reason.

FOR SALTS Cheap for cash, a
good
fresh :milk cow. 6 years old.
'
We are pleased to pass on the
T..M. Ogden, R. A.
word that our herd of milk cows

MISCELLANEOUS

has passed the tuberculosis test
and each cow has the ear tag of

Ror wale: Team Horses, about
11W lbs,úfc"7 years old, set har
As more cows are added to ness and Iron wheel wagon, for
the nerd, they also will be in- terms see Copes Dairy, Roy N.
spected, thereby keeping our
herd free from this dreadful M., Ex 115.
disease.
Golden West Dairy.
FOR SALE 3 or 4 head of Al
miTk cows, 'two with calves at
side, others 'to'be fresh soon. All
We have a fine unimproved , are of a good, niilk strain and are
320 acres only 2 '2 miles from Al milkers-- ; will sell for $50.00
Roy which we can sell within the each if táken soon. I also have
next few days at $4000.00. This 3 head of fine yearling colts
is a fine little dairy f arm and pra .that I will sell at $15.00 each.
etically all of the land be plowed. Com and look at them. Write
$1500:00 down and the balance or see "Fred Pate, Route "A"
on long time at 8
takes this Mills, N, M.
place. a me- or see
Sch ultz & Johnson, Roy, N. d. FT
rOK SALE One brand new
14 disc Wheat drill,
120 arres, will sell
sowed
about
FOR SALE Or will trade for
at
bargain
a
cash or good
for
horses, cows or arm machinery, note. Geo. Hepburn
Solano, N. M.
1 Ford ton track in good condi-

the state's inspection.

-

Vart-Brun-

f

tion. íCW. Neil: at John

Sham-bli- n

plaee.
FOR SALE Good mares and
mules on any terms to suit buy
ers. See me at once. Lowsy e
ND
advertising Weese, Mosquea, N. M.

P

4--

FOUND-FOU-

The best

New Mexico, Sato

urday April 15, 1022.

BREAKFAST AND ITS RE ARTIFICIAL HANDS THAT
LATION TO HEALTH
PREFORMS LIKE THOSE
NATURE MADE
By Helen Barn
Milk alone is! not a perfect diet.
Santa Fe, N. M. April 11.
On either side of the keystone
The nian who loses a hand or
are its supports. One of these foot in an industrial accident
is the cereal foods. These in- need no longer .go through Ufe
clude breakfast cereals, bread of maimed and burdened with a use
all kinds, rice, macaroni, flour less limh. Artificial limb manu
and meal.
facture has reached a stage at
The baby has cereal first as which cunningmechanical substi
flour, generally from barley, tutes may now be provided that
made into a gruel and added to do the work of the missing mem- the milk. Before the first yearfber almost as well as the one
is over, he gets cereal jelly, made provided by nature.
D. W. Rockey, state supervisor
by straining some
cereal. The laxative properties of Industrial rehabilitation, re
of "whole wheat, its richness in ceived at the department of edumineral salts, its smooth texture cation this week a set of photoand distinctive, flavor make this graphs showing some of the
class of cereal the first choice. modern marvels of mechanical
By the time the baby is a year substitutes for missing members.
and a half old, cooked cereal no They show men with both arms
longer strained, will be a regular missing who are" doing normal,
part of his diet, and remains the every-da- y
work at their former
main dish of the nieal in addition occupations and making good as
to milk both morning and even- usual. The pictures will be used
ing, until he js five years old, if in the work of the industrial renot longer.
habilitation department in showcouraged
For breakfast a warm cereal ing maimed and dis not dispair
need
they
men
that
is much better than a dry cereal
departbecause in the long run the ch'ild and give up. While the
for
funds
provide
cannot
ment
will get more nourishment that
give
the
can
artificial
limbs.it
way.
informThe other common cereals, man who needs their aid
and how to
;about
where
ation
rice, hominy, grits and the like,
aid
may well be reserved for the get them, and can enlist the
assisfinancial
where
of
others
evening meal for which these
tance is needed. A number of
can be conveniently cooked.
such cases have already been
Cereal should be carefully brought to the attenion of the de
prepared and served. IFood so partment, and Mr. Rockey states
fundamental to a good diet for hat he will be glad to have any
children should have as great such cases brought to his atten-caras the finest cake. .The tion.
tood to be cooked and the water
(or milk and water) in which to
The carpenter work has been
cook it should be measured accurately every time so that the finished en the Roy Trading Co.
force is aiow busy
textuiie Mill be "agreeable, neith- Store and-ither too stiff nor too thin. The placing the .goods in their propcooking should be done by the er places .and within a week or
clock and the salt as carefully so you will not know this popular
measured as the other ingredi store from the many cJianges
the manager, Mi'. Porter, has
ents.
made.
Then the food should be
at the right temperature.
Miss Anna Branch of ftewson
neither too cold nor too hot, and was failed to Roy Tuesday by the
with a liberal supply of milk. death of her brother Bcnnie.
but little if any sugar. One level teaspoonful of sugar may be
Joe llallani was in from liis
allowed a child under six and if
ranch
Bear Albert Wednesday
greatly desired twice this for an
after a load of groceries. ,
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well-cook-

AN ORGANIZATION OF 300,000
PEOPLE AT YOUR COMMAND
A vast army of 300,000 people is at your
service, night and day all the time. You
are one of the 110,000,000 patrons of the

greatest organization of its kind in the world The
The many
Unh&A States Post Office Department.
interesting and instructive activities of this department are vividly shown in the ilu mofa series of
handsomely illustrated folders about Our Government which this Institution is now distributing to all
who send us their names.
,

Without placing yourself under any obligation let us
send you these articles and also those previously
s

issued.

.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
"

EOY, N. MEX.

If You Are in a Hurry

e

Order your abstracts from the

HARDING COUNTY ABSTRACT
COMPANY, Inc.
(Bonded)
We give our entire attention to the abstract business
and are prepared to furnish you abstracts promptly. We
guarantee satisfaction in every particular.

medium on the mesa. THE SPAFOR SALE-Go- od
seed potaNISH AMERICAN has more paHarding
toes,
Price $1:50 per hundred.
id up subscribers in
Forchildren there is no better
County than all other (country Write or see Fred Pate, 11 miles
Mosquero, New Mexico.
dish than some kind of cereal, - "Tan lac did Vnat everything
papers combined. A smaJll want Northeast of Mills. :
served with milk. When - they else failed to do' Thousands
ad will bring results.
So will you. Fair-vieare old enough to have their have said
Pharmacy.
evening meal with the rest of the
OF CONt0- - IM1Y POST AMERICAN LE- family (usually at the age of
RESOLUTION
GION AND LADIES AUXILLESTE
seven or more, since this they W. H. Willcox and wife were in
IARY TO GIVE BALL
need to go to bed, too early for Roy for several days this week
rassed by Homestead Lodge No.
the family meal) the evening from their ranch, near Optimo.
46, 1. 0. O. F AprjJ 5, 1922.
1 lis Roy Post of the American cereal is likely to be transform- Mr. Willcox tells us that they
Legion and the Ladies Auxiliary ed from a mush into a pudding have had several fine rains over
at the ranch the past few weeks.
Death has again entered the have announced that they Mill or desert.
home of one of our brothers and give a grand Ball next Monday
COMTRJICTOIÍ
Note: All question regarding
God fcas taken from the family evening at tne Koy
A
Cement,
meeting
Stucco and Plasterer
mass
was
at
held
Theatre for these articles will be answered
r. Laugwer,
oi out- Drotner
r,,,,
tVirti Viae a Pftlnmne if aanA ntiA he Baptist Church Tuesday even
nt VQicinnr fnwAar
ROY, NEW MEXICO
their daughter and sister Maty tIlp Pnt. nfl
ing for the purpose of discussing
uaun
rt,
and left he home filled
íiiiAiuiu; jii OCX VC Hi lililí mU- - Bureau. S25 Larimer Street. Den certain school questions : after
'
sorrow7 and sadness,
ronsiderable talking and argu-- ;
outthe evening. A fine time is ver Editor.
And therefore be it resolved promised those who attend, Cood
iment the meeting disbanded
by Homestead Lodge No. 46 of n.a.iic will
be furnished. RememThe Union Ladies Aid served without having accomplished any
Roy, New Mexico, that we extend ber the date Monday Aprii
The meeting
17th.. ice cream and cake Saturday at thing definite.
to our brother and family the averybody invited.
the S. E. Paxton Gro. Store and was fairly well attended by pa
Prof. E. P. Cames of Mills . Mr. Tí. Tpví
sympathy of the 'entire Lodge
Saturday night at the Church. A trons of the district and we thi
.
in their grief and sorrow and
w
y " nave m Koy alter a load of lumber
nk
some
that
of 'the remarks
for
MESA CAFE CHANGE HANDS !í015 mucal program was ren-- ; made
commend them to Him, who
Dr.
Self
during
the new Dellaven School house
treat
the
evening
were
an
infected
during the evening at the
foot
best and who will help them
last Monday.
Church. The reception amounted very unnecessary and will do no
in their days of sadness.
Mrs, Minnie Home has" sold to about $40.00.
good for the Roy schools.
. And be it further resolved that
Tomorrow is
and
a copy of this resolution be sen1 )f Arkansas who took possession
CARD OF THANKS
ROY THEATRE SATURDAY
good
Services will be held
News
5P
to the bereaved family, a eop", Monday morning and will open
NIGHT
in all the churches of the town
spread on the minutes of tha Lo- a first class restaurant at one.
columns of the Snan
Hiru
the
and the people in general is inBring
on
your
work;
have
I
dge and that a copy be published Mr. and Mrs. Yeargain are inti'
sure and see Montagu Loi
ish American we wish to thank
vited to these Services.
my
reduced
prices
on
all
in the Spanish American.
mate friends of Mr. J. O. Baker our relatives and friends for the and Barbara Castleton in
lines
of
work
until
they are
Homestead Lodge No. 46, 1. 0. O. and come highly recommended.
great picture,
and help given us dur- - Keance" a
down to a pre-wlevel. I
F., Ptoy, New Mexico.
The Basement of the MethoMrs. Home and family have ing the sickness death and burial 6.0U0 feet of films also ChaiKe
have
moved
and
cut
down
Jacob FÍoersheim,
dist Church has been completed'
moved to their ranch at San Jon of our son and brother E. B. Ouiplin in "Hot Dog" a side split
overhead expenses in every
E. F. Henry,
and work on the first story will
where they will spend the sum Rvflnph
T't s;iri
Wa want osrwn'nllv fn ttíl". ono repl r.omerlv
possible
way so that I would
N. L. Benson,.
Committee. mer. The S. A. Will keep them 'tVinnV Mr Rhnva fnr fh nneniinr ami Seo these finp nicf
be started in a few days or
;is
as the brick" can be gotten
posted of the happenings of the 0f his home to us and to those they are among the best that be able to pass the saving on
to you. I need your work
on
grounds. The building
the
mesa
while
away,
she
is
be shown in Roy.
W. P. Mealey, Jr., of Mosquero
wh0 furnished the beautiful flo- and you need it done so
will
be
a
tile structure and an imwas in Roy on business Wednesrat oiienngs. xour Kinaness
bring it in.
provement of much moment to
day. He tells us that a number
Two teaspoonsful of Tanlac in
Tanlac is the result of years shown and wol'ds of sympathy
the town.
of young men of the County of study, experimentation
Will do much to help us bear the a little water taken three times'
HOBSON, Your Jeweler
and
outSeat are installing a wireless
grief that is ours in these dark a day just before meals will
Ray Calliham of Conway, Texfit and will be ready to commu- research by some of the world's and trying days.
make you eat better feel better,
At Spanish American Office
nicate with the outside world by greatest chemists. Hence its Mr. and Mrs. P. P. Branch and sleep better and work better.
as was in Roy from his Texas
wireless in a few days.
merit. Fairview Pharmacy.
children.
n
j'JJft Fairview Pharmacy.
home the first of the week.

W. R. COPLEN, Manager
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sick with pneumonia. Dr. Dan- iels, attending physician, announ
NEW MEXICO'S TAX PAYING
That New Mexico is well in ees that her condition is quite
ABILITY
the lead in countyhealth work is serious,
snown by a report recently is- - i
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Goodhue
Some statistics have recently suect by the U. S. Public Health
are
the proud parents of a f ne
intending
to show that Service, according to a bulle n
geared
'
6
New Mexico's per capita of tax - of the New Mexico State Bureau
the
es levied is low when compared 'of Public Health. This report
with other states. For instance ' covers the vear inst. nassed and
Coleman Lunsford. the six
it is shown that Nevada has a indicates which staten have pro- - Vear old son of R. M. Lunsford,
per capita tax oi
.aa while visions for fulltime health offi- - aiea at the hnnw rf Ttv fiomMa
New Mexico's levy is $31.16 per 'cers
rural mroula - where he was boarding with his
.
w the...
an
sister, who was attending
capita, mi
ine Taxpayers' Associa tions. New Mexico ranksi tenth
1f on Saturday
tion, however, insists that it is so far as the number of counties
afternoon at
easier for Nevada to pay $65.- - having such health service is con six o'clock, from what is beleived
tí" hft thf first i"QCO rf íírvf Viaimq
35 per capita than for New AW üvníií
ico to pay $31.16 per capita. In rural population reached is taken ever known in town. Interment
support of this contention, ref-- into consideration, this state was made at tha Mosquero
e
is made to the Internal ranks sixth. These figures were ,tei'v Sunday afternoon.
jvevenue statistics,
in JNevada for nst. veav Tf a
Ine Mosquero schools
or- -
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than twice that
but Nevada's taxpaying ability
is more than three
of

U

Mexico.

inultíon
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the table below is given in '
Column I, the per capita of in - '
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child-ranc-

are known in the vicinity and it
is hPed that nne others will de-velop but it was thought best to
talce all possible precautions,
'' andMrs' McDaniels, from
este. Ok a. who .have been
Hospi-Neat the
means taj are the
of a
bornSn the night

When we comPute the
for the Present vear. New Mex- ?f k evada.n ico makes even a better showing.
da8,Pf;'caPlta There are now eight counties
more
aal
of New

one so dear. Thfwhoá
vanity sends their sympathyto Mr. Luostord and relatives.
D'& evivaI
unas
;1
startedat Mosquero. We hope
adley as weU represent
t0. see
t it as they have been at

-
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The sad news came over the
phone todav that Mr.
boy had died from a severe case
oi tonsilitis We nil
with Mr. Lunsford. He havine

aaS

,

lile CI II 1U11 L. VJIllU TO1 onrl ovm-t- nnii.hV.
government an average of $15.- - North Carolina, Alabama and ' taten to
Prevent the spieacl oti
,
e..U
wh e n New Mev w.i,i
,.m...
ico for the same, year the per, York and Massachusetts which when
Ciapita collections amounted to wnnM he
.
tn h,
th
highest
of rural health that took the life of
As all taxes are paid from in- - work, do not appear in the list Lunsford boy
had been dTaimoí
'"- -
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BRADLEY

Justice of the Peace.
days ago.
Rev. Pone, th OMalmma Ev
Mrs. Iw vviia iw,,u
gelist. who is holding- h,V revi.
.
i"r
val a he ie7
is
s John
,Ch,Urí
Sim?son and
.deal
atten; Grayson, from the old "Pitchfork
ZTa' at the
f.ttrac.tmf .a stirring,
eloquent Kid ranch near Rana, recently
aunaay.
uome
sermons. Large crowds are tur Purchased bv the Ivvs.
ning out from all over the mesa
Mrs. C. Driskil is reported un
Two Men Saw Vivht
to attend these services and a According to the officers two and 1)0111 she
baIjy are doing
deal ?f good is bound to re- - men witnessed the alleged slay-- ,line
IT.
n u.
i
I'll IT llMIUO
mg.
Mrs. Elsie, Maggie and G. W.
"
Y urTli.. liams, Thesé men, Fuller and Wil- - Hazen
ause
were employed on the Cog
attended church Sunday
fMPlf m,1
Te
more lo?,.y ,lnto the sPintual gins ranch, adjoining the Ivy night at Mosquero,
01 tilGH IlVCS.
place. They had gone to the
Mrs. Authur Hazen and
h
to leave some food- and ren have not been well the past
MILLS AND VICINITY
tobacco which had been ordered, week but are better at present,
and when they received no an- - Mr. and Mrs Frank .MorTord
W. IT. Mi Minn Vina aAAoA a swer to
their knocking opened are planning on moving to their
bath room to his residence on the door to leave the articles lhome
down in the valey. We
e.
The men told the officers they will sure miss you
folks, for you
R. C. Brcwn and wife of near saw Ivy and his wife on a bed, iare
just the kind we need here.
Abbott were shopping in Mills SJntXM?ted'
e
don't wish them any bad
ast Saturday.
luck tut do hope something will
f,
reported, a bloody t
Hollopeter and C. J. Pos- - leave, they
Dv
vwi ii uu ov
t
i
jvu may otav vviui
f Tt t
telwait plastered A. ri. Neuton'n hi.
us this summer anyway.
house the latter part of
d sister Hohi
vis
reported, raised himself on tlie
week.
"cu
,:vooa:
UICP.,,1UUA
bed
and remarked:
,aim
C. E Holcomb made a tríp tc
nomes. iney mi ior Kansa;
V
J MO U.IUU KVk
the gold mines at Baldy the lat
Til
ter part ot the
week
.
Nara Visa hut. T Hi1 int ha. Cliarge. W6 wiu oe giaa to near
.
A. M. i.ichie, Percy Jaipeson 'for u. arinve(i
and know they are doing nicely
and Kirk Pozier of Gladstone
can come back some d' .
!an
Woman Is In jured
were in town Saturday the forGrover Ames went to R. . . ..u
Ivy's father lives in Vega. The
mer after lumber to complete J. body was taken there for burial. d&y- B. Wallace's house. The latter
The
is sufferng from
The following went to church
accompanied him to hold down a wound
in her hand sustained at mosquero Friday cemng:
the front end of the truck.
Asno-rerivirintr t.he t'icrht. nnrl ia in tVi,i hns lTi-Mra
Alvo
Mr. and Mrs V. E. Bixby oiipital here fcr treatment. She i?. Ames, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
were here Saturday
hv sheriff's iWmt'es .n anA Mrs rw Pvaw tv,
mei"- - Before hoV
mfllTÍao-frnm wiwui
Pvadlov rrn in v.i
...... . .i., live . Tw pvn'vdo
.
' " ' ' f AAVi.Ji
lived in Amarillo and
San Angelo cks and surelv eniov it.
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PRINTING COMPANY
- Vm. G. Johnson, Associate Editor

N

and an exceptionally located let BRIDE KILLS HUSBAND BUR in the center of town. We underING FIGHT AT RANCH.
stad that he intends to place
WITH BUTCHER KNIFE
buildings on these lots in the
near future.
(Special to the S. A.)
Judge Lynch, prominent attor- - Tucumcari, N. M. April 11.
ney I rom Texhoma. Oklahoma A bloody butcher knife will con- was a visitor at the Countv Seat stitute the rhiQf
ay h,a?n ?me Lhha? CunnnSham Ivy, held
1
he' hus

AN
-

132"J

j

s

.young fellow

Ha-arh- oy

.

A

V4. W

Mill;; Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Sane-erMrs. Don
í
mi.
i
.i jitmrcy- - stat3 and promises to be one of Monday aiter spenamg the wm
worn.
mat
ínis means ii.
Bradlev. Mr. and Mrs. Ra!nh Ha- five per cent, of our entire popu
DALHART
HIGH
SCHOOL zen attended the surprise party
in Txas.
III lation, more than one third, is the finest New Mexicans cy.
II
TO
BURNS
GROUND
Ion Mr. Laughton Tuesday eve.
'
although he will doub
boin here
who -- it
Little Ja?k Williams
Arizona46.22 12.58
.
,
receiving tne oenein oi uo- rr,m ,
i i
ht
There being over 100 people pre-Colorado
41.97 36.41
1.15 'date ihealth protection under the ness oe BonievMmi, cm uHnwsea 'staying wim iir. ana mts t. &
High
School
sent every one had a glorious
20
room
Oklaho
large
into
to
by
having
move
flu
Moyer
very
the
sick
was
Thi
with
Connecticut 39.44 51.86
.76
direction of men who are spec- - ma in the near future.
was
Building
Texas
Dalhart,
and hope to go back again
time
at
Dr.
week.
-part
of
the
the
latter
18.28
17.01
Florida
i'aX tally trained and who give their
ground Friday nig- - soon to enjoy another such good
to
is
burned
the
L.
Springer
Thompson
A.
of
fniY!
41.41 10.69
fifenlinoIdaho
Th
mirto
i
v I 'j Ar.f
filis
Qnik
tiTwL-l.m
o
CIA HJ.
KJVtV'l
7i
blill f bit
iht. The cause of tlie fire was up time.
5pr
33.02 69.97
Illinois
case from the Valley, in which attending him
.known, and when the fire was
Mrs. McGuire was thru the
Clois
G.
return
C.
and
38.04 26.6?
Till
Indiana
son
1.43
Sam Soradlin and William Bai- people
of
of
ideals
the
building was neighborhood last week on busi-'i- n
discovered
the
.lirst
íowa
41.12 15.70
ounaay
ea
2.56
havinjr
ukicíi..
oajer,
iiom
mislev are accused of
flames and the fire was be- - ness. They have now moved:
Kansas
38.45 21.87
l
two and one half years ago appropriating some cattle belong- - ma where they have been v.:A yond control. The loss will be a-- to the Countv Seat and the Llovd
that
Louisiana
.99
22.00 22.31
Burt Burnett came up'ing relatives
the State had no organized ing toinvestigation-beforcov- - family wil move back to the hoa t m Mass.
36.90 67.46
n a
A. II.
health department, either . cen for .
'
'
4.1.
me place soon.
i
r.?
n
vi.
n
j;...
Michigan
38.28 74.25
lrtl..52 tral or local.'
Beem'
Minn.
1.48
48.33 32.g6
Mi's.
were in the
Mr.
.U!:V"t
and
having
Peace, on the 10th. after
to business matters. The Wilson
County
Miss.
38.50
Saturday.
Seat
7.67
5.02
tock'of
been continued for- the- - second Co. have
iffntM to
40.40, 18.27
Nebí
Las Vegas, N. M April 10 time", and none of the prosecut - ' general meíchanais at that
2.21
Chas. Woods has been in bad
present
school.
finish
the
Nevada
63.35 15.60
4.19 Practically the entire faculty of ing witnesses appeanng, was dis- - place.
all winter but is reported
health
All school books and 'furniture
N. II .
1.48 the Normal University, one of missed for lack of evidence.
34.52 23.29
i
present.
Irme Bartmess has so far
at
butter
building.
were burned with the
4.92
N. M.
31.16
6.33 the strongest groups of teachers'
illness
from
her
recent
corred
sisMiss Gerite Bowman and
correspondent is still hobThe new school building will not
N. D .
4.71 10.50 college instructors in the entire
49.45
5 w,"e "P most i vue ume, dui
Wing
knee,
around
sore
a
with
com- tor were in the Bradley commu- the
care
for
to
adequate
be
Ohio
.72 west, will be used for the sum35.66 49.60
usinc a cane and looking for ,ls still very weaK
needs of the Dalhart sch- - nity last week.
nieto
Oregon
52.4r 35.92
,
Aiiuer irom LaKe Litj
alt.
j another new building election. We know we have some
of
sympathy
Instead
1.04 5, to July 27. President J. W.,!1
17.60 16.99
S. C.
was a prospective iana m h ecegsa
coioraao
good directors.
unlucky
on
down
our
thig summei,
we
draw
v
55.61
It s rirtii ntiHT
.7.93
S. D- 7.01 Wagner has secured in addition .henil a vast, deal nf envv. Near- - xt
lv thio
Mamie Smith enrolled upon our
25.25 18.04
Vermrait
1.40 several other strong instructors
body we meet wants to the first of the week
every
ly
fine
list of S. S. pupil3 last Sun- THANKS
CARD
OF
Washington 53.56 26.83 1.99 and lecturers, a complete list of
J. B. Procter and W. C. Df.nKnow the name and address of
.
day.
wTTl
Wyoming
37.07 16.71
be
few
2.22 whom
announced in a
insisting that he ials left one day last week on
Ai,r hnAt.Wo-erEvery one is rejoicing over the
wish to express our deep According to the foregoing days.
'must handle an unusually potent land trade deal in southwest Mis estWegratitude to the business
Little Estelee Hazen has been
the indication is that North Da Among the lecturers will be:
of merchandise to put us sou1
and our neighbor- - suffering with soie hands tor the
Roy
of
men
kota. Mississippi, South Dakota Charl Williams, president Nat, brand
oi near Aepnari
past two weeks. Her hand seem
in such a condition that we
ana New Mexico have the heav- - ionai Education association.
Tuesday with aJoad hood for the interest shown us
in
'as
and
sprain
our
down
fall
would
yi
rnp
v
a
i
i
i
i
l l i cl ij ui ktv.rr
i
i
ii
v.
it.n
iiuiiic
t.
i
k
f
lest Duroens when the "tax pay
rjr paiDh L. Johnson, pysch Vnoo An a
Ot C01T1 Which he SOlCt ftllCl tOOK,""
level
JT" worthy
T. A. Rice was in the County
a
spirit
surely
shows
it
ing ability" is considered.
ceological clinicist, Gerard College, Some of the young ladies who are' back a double row lister and
Sv.t Saturday.
of public mention.
Philadelphia, who will give ser inclined to resent ouv vennrt of ment to make a water tank,
Teil, Mr. and Mrs. Jay
thank
especially
to
wish
We
levy
Ooun
Harding
for the
The
Funeral services of Eugene
ies of talks, some of them illusorganization of the bache-- 1
fou- - ley were in the County Seat
who
Assessor,
Denutv
the
ty High School was disapproved trated, on heredity and euge- - the
old
son
lors club insist that we are suf-- Roy Mencle, four days
so valiantly and saved our Saturday
by the Supreme Court this week
and Mrs. C. II. Mencle
.
and old
fering
rheumatism
from
Mr. Johnson of Solano was
from being, consumed in
home
Tiowever the High School is takJ. Adam Puffer of New York age and our wife claims that we was conducted at the Mills
in
God
May
the Bradley community Suñ:
ravages
fire.
of thj
the
en care of by a special levy in the City,. a specialist in comtnuntiy
merely pretending to be Iame 'metery Saturday April 8 at 2 P. Fless each one.
day.
budget
common school
for this
f
who will talk on com- to avoid doing the family wash- -' M. by Rev. James Fletcher
Don't forget S. S. mext Sun
Mr. and Mrs. Geo Lucas.
year but different arrangements activities,
tor of the Mills Community
munity problems and their, solu
and every Sunday at 10:30day
will have to be made for the com tion. Of particular value to
Church
M.
A.
sharp. Come.
Judge John W. Westfall, hasi Allen Lohgtroh had th3
and
blew
some
ing year. The general supposi- iChose interested in welfare and
wind
Yes,
the
on the largest build--! f
SpanSubscribe
tion is that an election will be chamber of commerce "work.
for
the
more.
t.hmncrh
nííi,
Etírlr
in
ing yet started in the County his foot just back of the
called for the voting on thg loca
ish American, only ?2.0O per
We, the undersigned, wisn to
J.
of
W.
Searson
Professor
'
Seat. It will be built in three one day last week while digging year.
tion of the County High School
announce
to the public, is case
and in the mean time a complete University of Nebraska, who is units, and as fast as one is com- a weil for H. L. Boyd the pick
may be a misunderstandthere
to
well
New Mexico teach pleted the others will be commen
known
hiffh school will be maintained
Meet us face to face at the i ing concerning the petition restruck his foot and passed beced. The building, when com tween the bones thereby causing American Legion Dance Monday cently circulated regarding the
in Roy until the matter resettled,
It is a peculiar state of affairs Superintendent J, F, Keating pleted will be fifty by one hun- only a flesh wound. He is get- - night at the Roy Theatre, There
cf the teaching force
when one levy can be upheld and of the Pueblo City schools, a dred and forty feet and two sto- - ti
nicely at 'pi.esent
al
will be good music and a two cour that it was written without our
nes m neigni. vvaiKs win oe A w Fenis has rented the se lunch, a good time is assured knowledge or approval.
another turned down both being veteran educator who is
.
.
laid the foundaüona conmenoediWtTMcAfee farm
practically of the same nature,
mi win everyone.
T."P. Potts,
Dr. II. . Mills, Las Vegas, who and the first part of the building move to
however, the matter will be setgame in the near fu.
Marion
Grawer
completion
to
an early
rushed
tled by popular vote in the near will lecture on socialogical
Mrg McAf
wil,
ture Mr
Mr. ft. T. McGlamery left for
ground
be
used
for
floor
The
,
Thornton,
Jennie
ml
future. .
'move to
where.w,Ti
Andrade, California Tuesday of
store rooms and the upper story follow his trade as
Fannie Blevins.
this week, where he will spend
devoted to office rooms and a
Katherina Shotwell,
the summer enjoying the south-elarge hall. It will fill a long felt
'
B. Arguello and wife aniv-e- d
J.
climate.
Caroline S. Bell, '
want 'and be a valuable addition
in Roy from Albuquerque
'
Leda Schneil,
to the town,
where Mr. Arguello has been atT. C. McDaniel, of Mosquero,
Lena
E. Lusk,
We understand that Hon.
Sixty-Five- ?
tending Vocational School. They was a business visitor in Roy
Lopez has severed his con will visit in Roy a few weeks and Wednesday.
nection with the county clerk s they will again return to AlbuCHILD FOUND DEAD
Government statistics show that out of 100
office and will enter another line querque where Mr. Arguello
SPECIAL
SALE
i i
T Tn line crtriTiA
cii mnaa
na will
average healthy men at age 25 :
uo
Xiao oci
Ul LTUCUicao.
continue his studies for au
The fve year old son of Moisés
On Ladies, Misses and childiit
deputy county clerk since the es- to mechanic.
Bilpando formerly of Mosquero
ren hats. Come in and buy
36 will be dead at 65.
of the new county
tablishment
your Easter Hat. All hats
but lately of Roy was found dead
1 will be rich.
and has made a host of friends
Jude Westfall and Al Cloud of
in his bed Sunday morning. The
have been reduced. We al4 will be weathy.
who will miss his smiling coun Mosquero were in the city Wedchild, had been ailing some but
so will make your new Eas5 will be supporting themselves by work.
ready nesday looking up some material
and
and
cheerful
tenance
reasonable
dress.
Prices
was not even considered sick and
ter
upon
will
dependent
54
friends, relatives
be
help at that busy part of the for, and infonnation regarding
on all sewing.
seemed to be alright when the
orpublic charity.
court house.
the installation of the wireless
Mrs. Lela Weatherilí.
family retired at night but wheli
A policy in The Mutual Life Insurance ComAttorney D. S. Durrin has em- - phone station that is being in- - Phone 62.
Roy, N. M.
they went to call him the ne
pany of New York will solve your problem.
phasided his elosuent boosting stalled by several progressive jf
morning he was dead. The car
Mosquero as an ideal place to jtidens of the County Seat.
of his death is unknown.
make a home aid a promising ,
The funeral was held Mt
SHIRLEY S.N UTTER, .District Manager
field for investment by buying
Are. you getting your share of
If you subscribe for the S. A. and burial following in the P.
three fine lots on East Main St. the dust subscribe for the S.A. it may ram.
Cemetery.. .
.J.
.

per capita
per capita taxes.
States
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Roy Harding County, New Mexico, Satuurday April 15, 1922.

Spanish-America-

STAR ROUTE FROM ROY TO
Las Vegas, N, M., April 1.
KEPIIART TO BE ESTAB
The New Mexico Normal UniLISHED JULY FIRST
patron saint tor the new Armen- - mg listed amoung the iiiteen
ian Nation. The original sugges educational institutions in the
Postmaster Johnson received
tion to this .effect came in a United States that are doing no- - a communication from the Post
prose-poewritten by the cele-- , tóbale experimental work in the 'Office Department last Monday
ot the teaching stating that the Star Koute
orated Armenian writer, bebouh.
Stopanian, and just published in of high school mathematics. The which had been petitioned for
the Armenian weekly 'Shavigh,' choice was made by the Nation- - from Roy to Kephart by the way
Dates at this office.
copied and embossed and framed al Committee on Mathematical of Yatesville had been granted
'
among Armenian communities requirements composed of ma- - and that actual service on the
thruout the Near East, his pic thematicians and teachers of ma- - Star Route would be started on
turesquely phrased composition theniatics of national standing. Saturday Julv First and - that
sprvire would be
Fancy Comb : Extracted Honey has pained a wide currencv. and The committee was selected hv'nt first fh
may one day be handed down as Various organizations and finan- -' made triweekly leaving Roy at
"
For sale by the case
an Armenian classic. While it ced by the Rockefeller founda-- j 8 A. M., on Tuesdays, Thursdays
and in 5 jtfal. cans
looses something in translation, tion.
and Saturdays and arriving at
it still retains much of its origiThe committee made its choice Kephart at 11 A. M. and returnKtiaited by all
t
from 175 institutions doing
Leading Grocers nal fervor and flavor:
ing leave Kephart at 2 P. M. arwork in the teaching riving at Roy at 5 P. M.
Italian Eees and .Queens
"The Patron Saint of ArmeThe route to be travelled from
nia todaydoeS not look like our of high school mathematics. The
one
selection
Normal
of
Roy
as
the
is as follows: North one
or
St.
old traditional St. Vassili
He is not a gray beard of the schools taking a foremost mile, east one mile, north two
Parsegh.
P.O. Box
Springer, New Mex. ed and
d
old man. part in this interesting and im- miles to N. W. corner of section
old portant work is an indication of three, east one mile, north one
worn
carry
a
He does not
sack hanging from his shoulders the school's worth to the State mile, east one mile, a mile to N.
and does not lean heavily on a of New Mexico. The report of W. corner section 25, east seven
crooked stick. The Patron Saint the committee will be distribut- miles to N. W. comer of section
of Armenia is not of the aged ed to educators all over the world 30, north one mile, east two
and weary Oriental type, shiver and will result in much favorable miles to N. E. comer of section
ing under the snow, blue .with comment for New Mexico's teach 20,north one mile, east three
ers' college.
miles to N. E. comer of section
i
wind and cold.
experimenThe
and
14, north five miles to N. W.
research
"Our Patron Saint of these la
ACETYLENE WELDING AND ter days is young and strong and tal work in this line was done by comer section 24 east one .mile
Thomas G. Rogers, head of the
one mile to N. E. comer
DISC ROLLING
alert. His hair is not glossy-blac- k department of mathematics, in north
13, west one mile, north
section
AT THE OLD STAND,
but like the'golden ears of
as
regular
his
to
to Kephart.
duties
east
addition
and
;
WITHJTHE LIBERTY
the wheat waving in the fields instructor, and without additiontrip from Kephart
return
The
receive
to
bright
are
his eves
GARAGE
al
Roy
as follows : West
financing
will
be
pay
to
in
or
assistance
our waning faith and hope, his the undertaking. Mr. Rogers has and south from Kephart to S. W.
countenance is not colorless but
long
reputation of mak comer of section 12, east one
tinged a little with the light .of ing had the
an interesting mile, south one mile to S. E. cormathematics
compassion ana gooaness; ms study, instead of. a dry and bore ner to section 13, west, eleven
smile is warm, bringing new me some task. He
is a' humorist of miles to N. W. comer of section
to the benumbed sences of those nore than local reputation, which 20, south one mile, west two
who have suffered much.
is something unusual for a' teach miles to Nr W. corner of section
"
"Our Patron Saint is an ener- - er of "math"
'..
25, south two miles, west three
egtic, active, athletic young per
miles to N. W. comer of section
oniy in pur- RESOLUTION OF CONDOL- - ' 4, thence south and west to Roy.
not
rich,
He
son.
is
I am a graduate from the
in heart. His gifts
i The route comes due south from
ENCE
Missouri Auctioneering School. se, but also
,
are many and his generosity is Passed By Homestead Lodge No. j the J. A. Stevenson place into
you
will
of service without bounds. His gifts are
assure
I
,
1 . O . O . F. , April 5th, 1922. wwn.
that brings results.
transported by steamers ; he has- 46,
requir-i- n
will
contractor
The
God
seen
fit
WHEREAS:
be
has
Will be glad to cry your sale tens to the rescue of those who a
his Infinite Wisdom to enter ed to deliver mail to all boxes
anywhere at any time.
bide in the place of famine.
home of our brother Dan along the routes, also collect maii
the
Dressed in a garment oran- - Laumbach and family and take sell stamps supplies, deliver
mented with a single embroider- their darling daugh- - listered mail, accept and give re- them
.
ed star, he hurries tirelessly over t
MaW
ceips for money orders and inMs star And be it resolved( That Home sured and C. O. D. parcels.
Roy, New Mexico. valleys and mountains.
C
becomes everywhere the symbo gtead Lod N
46 extend to
The route is about 70 miles
ot peace, hope, iaith, justice
brother and his family the long for the round trip and the
mercy. We have saluted his star deepest sympathy in these dark schedule offered is 12 miles per
on Mount Ararat; we have seen hours of sonw and as He who hour and the bids on the carriers
it in the plains of Gihcia. Its ra- - raleth Heaven and earth know applying for the route will be acC.
diancp gleams wherever one fin est best, we commend them to cepted up to May
9th. A bond
UNDERTAKER
ds a handful of Armenians gath- Him in their grief,
required from all bidis
of
$2000
And
ered suffering together.
And be it further resolved, ders. Persons bidding on the
LICENSED EMBÁLMER
"Do you ask Who is He that that a copy of this Resolution be route must be 21 years old and
Fnl line of Caskets alwaysq on bears that star? He is our Amer- sent to the bereaved family, a of good moral character. Blanks
hand, also suits and dresses.
ican uncle; his star is the emb- copy spread on the minutes of for the bids can be secured from
Calls answered day or night lem of his generous gifts.
the Lodge and a copy be furnish- the postmaster at Roy or the
"On New Year's morning, when ed the Spanish American for postmaster at Kephart.
Phone No. 58
Foster Elk.
the twilight speaks of the com- publication.
Roy, N. Mex.
When the route is established
ing dawn, when the doors of HOMESTEAD LODGE NO 46,
will go a long way to shorten
it
heaven open to let forth the new
I. O. O. F., Roy N.M.
time in delivering mail from
the
sun ef a new year, all Armenians Jacob Floersheim,
Roy to the Kephart country. At
kneel in a pious silence and send E. F. Henry,
present it takes about three days
ON REAL ESTATE
up their first prayer of joy and N. L. Benson,
to send a letter from Roy to KepCommittee,
thankfulness for their great
and the mail goes by French
hart
They pray that God Al
Kates Reasonable.
thence
Raton, Trinidad and
days
mighty might multiply his
star added to the starry flag of ; down the C. & S. to Grenville
Can Make Inspection. Soon.
a thousand fold. The whole Ar- - our Armerican uncle.
the star and thence by Star Route from
Write, Phone or See,
menian people offer to their ben- - 0f Armenia. We have found our Grenville to Kephart. Another
present, selves as a nation to America,
efactor his New
improvement will be the shortthe Gratitude of a Nation.
we have become in spirit an A- - ening of time of mail from Roy
MOSQUERO,
NEW MEXICO.
Thus there has been another siatic state of the Great U. S. A. to Clayton. 'Mail from Roy
leaves at 8 A. M. ant will connect
with the Grenville-KephaStar
Route at Kephart arriving in
Grenville that evening. The two
routes will connect at Kephart
which also gives direct mail service to Gladstone and other small
towns in Union County.
Postmaster Johnson has also
received word that Rural Route
No. 3 has been allowed out of
Roy and this route will start as
soon as reasonable bids are re
ceived on the David, Albert Star
Route out of Mosquero as this
route
takes care of the greater
Time for a new Ad in the paper. Well yes, indeed.
portion of the Albert Star route
Time for something new in the advertiseing line.
from Roy. This Rural Route will
more than likely be started on
Yes indeed, also! Heretofore' we have been calling
July first, and when aM these
your attention to the various goods to be found ia
routes are established, Roy and
the store. Now we want to ask you to stop and
vicinity will probaDly have the
thjnk that in order to handle medicines, drugs ánd
best mail service of any commi
chemicals, properly; It requires education, skill and
nity in New Mexnco. lhe re
ceipts of the office are increas
experience. In order that you may have the benefit
ing very rapidly and it is only
of these requisites at all times, we have added the
a
matter of a few years at the
corps
efficient
our
services of Mr. Milo Ratcliffe to
most until the office will be of
of clerks.
..
of the Second Class and the
Mr. Ratcliffe knows drug3 and the drug busfciess,
clerks under Civil Service
having had eight years experience as clerk and manaThe record made by the Roy
since Postmaster. Johnson
office
'part"
of
in
this
stores
drug
best
of
ger in some
the
8 years ago is one
appointed
was
New Mexico.
.
proud
to
be
of
and he has work
Come in and get acquainted with him, at
ed hard to sive the people of
Roy and vicinity the best mail
service possible and when these
two routes are placed m opera
tion he will practically have the
entire territory contiguous to
Rov either covered by Rural
Routes or St ?' Routes.

GeoE. Cochrane

A conventionalized figure of a
young American has been pro--

THE

!

WAKE UP

.

AUCTIONEER

'

If you have the eastern fever and want a farm
in northern Arkansas or southwestern Missouri,
or wish to trade your New Mexico land for land
in these states, write me at once.
I will have a fine bunch of these farms listed
next week and can tell you all about them. If
interested let me hear from you as they won't
last long.

m

Mills, N. M.

j

FATJO'S HONEY

J. B. PROCTOR
MILLS, NEW MEXICO.
I'm the fellow that sells more farms on the
mesa than all other real estate men.

.

.

-

Fatjo Apiaries

hump-backe-

You might make

General Blacksmith

a good aviator

and

Machine Work,

If you knew how.- -' That is just the way it is
in any line you must know how to go about
anything before you can accomplish much and
the auto repair work is no exception. It takes
jnore than willingness.

-

You must know how

J, D. Wade,

You will run no risk by bringing your troubles
to us, whether they be mechanical or electrical.
We can do the work and

We do know how

AUCTIONEER

Dodds Motor and
Electrical Co.
ROY,

-

-

-

NEW MEXICO

IT'S ALL IN KNOWING HOW"
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The man who wins
is the man who
has prepared
the man who saves, the best business opportunity comes when he is prepared to take advantage of it.
IT TAKES MONEY always to take advantage
of such opportunity.
To

MONEY to LOAN

oen-efacto-

ARE YOU PREPARED TODAY?
IF NOT, you cannot do a better thing than to
start an account
IF YOU are really ambitious to succeed you will
not neglect this first opportunity and

r.

To-Da- y.
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Remejio Lopez

Bank of Roy

I

Capital and Surplus
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THE

$36,000-0-
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The Roy Garage

.
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"

which is known as the Beck Motor Co
'
Acetylene Welding

Batteries Repaired
Vulcanizing
General Auto nad Tractor Repairing
Full Line Accessories
Tires, Tubes, Oils and Gas ,
All Work

Guaranteed.

Heyen & Bowman, Mgrs.

;

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store
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let us figure with you on your
We will come out and pull your cil

Come in and

Tractor.
in.

Phone No. 8 W.
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and we are a healthy,
happy family novf9 sT )
Louii Gingras

"I've put Tanlac to the test four Representative of New York is the
times right In my own family and It case of Chas. E. Van Colt's family, rehasn't failed me once," declared Mr. siding at 129 Fourth Ave, Albany. He
Gingras. "My wife, my son and my says : "Every member of our family Is
daughter, as well as myself, have all enthusiastic over Tanlac. It's certainly
been built up from a half-sicrun- a medicine for all the family."
down, worn-oo- t
set of people Into a
From
Canada comes this
healthy, happy family brimful of new message: "My little girl, my son and
Ufe and energy."
myself are all enjoylng splendid
And the experience of this family is health now and Tanlac brought it all
only typical of thousands of others about." Mrs. Bert Hewer,. 193 East
whose' statements are on file In the Avenue, Toronto, Ontario.
,
Tanlac offices.
Hardly a day passes
"We call Tanlac 'The Family Medithat does not bring scores of such
cine' here in our Virginia home, besages of praise from- every part of the cause It restored my mother and sister
United States and Canada from faml-lie- s to perfect health, just the same as it
where mother, father, son and has done me," Is the enthusiastic
daughter have all found health, con- statement of Mrs. J. F. Robertson,
tentment and the joys of living Danville, Va.
through simply taking a course of
And on through the list, men, women
Tanlac.
and children from every state in the
Take, for Instance, the case of John Union and every province of Canada
Widner, 1571 Roosevelt Ave., Los An- unhesitatingly come forward and tell
geles, Calif., who says: "My wife, my- in words ringing with sincerity of the
self and little boy are now as healthy, wonderful benefits of health and haphappy family as you will ever see
piness that Tanlac has brought Into
and it's ftll due to Tanlac."
their homes that were formerly darkOr that of Mrs. John Marquis and ened by the gloom of sickness, sufferher family of sixteen living In Man- ing and despair.
chester, N. H., at 202 Belmont St.,
And should yours be one of those
She says: "Tanlac has been the only homes where any member of the fammedicine used In our house for two ily is thin, run down and weakened
years and It has kept every one of the from loss of appetite, caused by indisixteen here in the best of health.".
gestion and stomach troubles, you have
In Chicago, Frank K. Richards, of at your very door the means that will
441 South Wood St, writes : "We will no doubt bring the sunshine of vigornever be without Tanlac in our house ous health back into their Uves and
after the remarkable way It has built yours, just as it has done in so many
op my wife, my son and. myself to thousands of other cases. Do not dewhere we are the very ' picture of lay. Get a bottle of Tanlac from your
druggist today.
health."
:

far-awa- y
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Agree with people readily and usu
Produces Like "Effect.
force of example Is shown by ally die conversation will stop.
the fact that when a razor loses Its
Fortunately for" the average man,
temper it Is apt to make the user losé
brains are not on exhibition:
his also.

. The

WARNING!

Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin,

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you aré
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 22 years and proved safe by millions for ... v
Headache
Toothache
Earache

Southwest News
From All Over

New Mexico
and Arizona

TPINGLING with abundant energy, appetites hearty, nérvea
1 strong and steady and their faces radiant with the glow
of perfect health, the entire family of Louis Gingras, 9 Harrison Ave., Providence, R. I., are an eloquent tribute to the
powers of Tanlac, the greatest family medicine the world has
ever known.

.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Rheumatism
Neuritis .
Pain, Pain

Colds
Neuralgia'

(Hitters Nmtipa Baton Mn Sorlm.)
Miguel Duran of Ledoux, Mora county, N. M., is reported to have conf-sseto entering the home of the postmaster
at that place and stealing a trunk.
J. H. Boyal, cashier of the American
Railway Express office at BIsbee, who
disappeared after threatening to end
his life recently has returned to his
home in BIsbee.
According to reports received at Doming, N. M., the Southern Pacific railroad will spend over $3,500,000 during
the present year In improving the road
In that part of the country.
The Chester L. Thompson post, No.
23, of the American Legion of Fort
Bayard, is now said to be the largest
post In the entire United States, the
membership being over 700.
Under a ruling of the United States
land commissioner,, the land offices at
Tucumeari and Fort Sumner will be
discontinued and the records will be
brought to the office In Roswell, N. M.
Plans are now under way for the district track and field meet which Is to
open in Springer, N. M., May 6, when
It Is expected that delegates from all
the schools In the southern and central
part of New Mexico will participate.
A contract has been signed by the
Estancia Savings Bank and Walter L.
Kegel, president of the First National
Bank of Mountalnalr, N. M., acting as
agent for the Farmers' and Stockmen's
Bank of Estancia, whereby the business of the Estancia Savings Bank is
sold to the Farmers' and Stockmen's
Bank.
Propped against a fence In a standing position, the body of Patrick E.
Clark was found at the plant of the
Yuma Ice, Electric and Manufacturing
Company at Yuma, Ariz. Clark, who
had been dead. for many hours, evidently was killed when his body came
in contact with a wire carrying about
33,000 volts.
After spending nearly a month in
Arizona in search of the pink boll
worm or the boll weevil In the cotton
fields of the Salt River valley and In
the vicinity of Yuma and Tucson, eight
Inspectors from the federal board of
horticulture reported to Don C. Mote,
entomoliglst of the State Horticultural
Commission, that they had found no
trace of either pest.
What Is probably another chapter In
the suit of the Miners' and Merchants'
Bank of BIsbee, against E. B. Perrin
and his wife, and others, for foreclosure on property under mortgage for
$40,000, and Interest, was written when
a deed conveying 11 land owned hy
Perrin and his wife to the Los Angeles
Trust and Savings Bank, was filed in
the office of County Recorder H. L.
Hutchison, in Tombstone, Ariz.
According to reports of W. C Lawrence, vice president of the Roswell
Chamber of Commerce, who recently
returned from the big railroad meeting
In Fort Worth, Texas, the prospects
for the new rail line from that city to
the Pecos valley are bright. Mr. Lawrence electrified his audience at the
meeting by declaring that Roswell was
willing to put up a bonus, of from
"
$150,000 to $200,000 for the road.
citi3,000
That there are more thnn
zens of New Mexico who need rehabilitation and who may be restored to
whole or partial usefulness by It, Is the
estimate of D. W. Rockey, state supervisor of industrial rehabilitation. The
estimate of 3,000 civilians in need of
this aid In which the state Is now prewas given by Mr.
pared to
Rockey In course of a letter to an eastern New Mexico man who Inquired as
to the scope of the work.
.

Exceeding all former efforts of the
organization on a like occasion and
overtopping the best endeavors of , the
same nature ever made in the SouthAccept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
west, El Zarlboh temple, Ancient and
Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets Also bottles of 24 and 100 Druggists.
Arabic Order, Nobles of the Mystic
of SiUcjllcadd
Aftpliln ) tht tods mark of Barer Hunfacton of MonoaeetlcacldMter
Shrine, has started arrangements for
Quick Lunch.
Doubtful.
Its spring ceremonial, which will be
Pig and hen chatting together on held in Phoenix on May12 and 13.'
North Mrs. Jones said that I reI
Ham
the railroad tracks.- - Toot-tominded her of her husband.
The awarding of the medals won by
Weekly.
Legion
eggs.
American
and
compliment?
a
West Is that
the cadets of the Military Institute for
gallery and open range work, took
place on the parade grounds at Roswell. The entire squadron formed In
Une and the medals were presented to
the men by Captain Saunders. Some
of the highest scores ever made at the
Institution have been made by the ca'
during the past year.
dets
local
dealer
to
your
Officials' of the United States land
a practical
office at Las Cruces expect that from
orator. If you are unable to
750 to 1,000 applications will be filed
secure one you can do the work
In Las Cruces between April 10 "and
yourself, tinting and stenciling
July 8 for the 55,000 acres of land near
Deming, N. M., to be open to entry at
your walls to give beautiful results.
'

Lumbago

ASK

that

time.

Thejand

will be open to

entry under the homestead and desert
men of the war
!.and laws.
with Germany will have the preferInstead
AldSsctin

of Kalsomlne or Wall Paper

--

is a drv nowder: mixes with

cold water; directions on each package. Used on plaster, wall board
oil wall surfaces.
White and artistic, durable
tints. Cross and circle printed in red on each package.

SPECIAL STENCIL OFFER
We will supply Cut stencils to any user of Alabastine one stencil
will
for each room requiring not less than two packages, if youof
the
end the large words ALABASTINE cut from the face
packages over the cross and circle, accompanied by 15c in stamps
or lilver for each itencii desired, covering postage and packing.
Write for free booklet, "Nature's Beautiful Tints."

THE ALABASTINE COMPANY
Rapid..
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ence.
Reports from the new cotton seed oil
mill which was recently opened- - at
Loving, N. M., predict that it will soon
be one of the most Important industries In the Pecos valley. The mill is
now running both night and day and
the orders are on the increase so that
a busy season Is assured.
'The A. T. & S. F. railway recently
sent Its voucher to the treasurer of
Curry county, N. M., for $20,493.18 to
pay all of the first half of Its taxes In
that county, except a small amount
which It claims to be based upon Mogul local levies.

Taste is a matter of
tobacco quality
We state it as our honest
belief that the tobaccos used
in Chesterfield are of finer
quality (and hence of better
taste) than in any other
cigarette at the price.
Lggttt V Myiri Ttbacci C.

0

f.

li 1

esteraeia
CIGARETTES

of Turkish and Domestic tobaccosblended

20 for 18c
10 for 9c
Vacuum tins
of 50 - 45c

A
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Blowout

Suitor What would
kissed you?

you do if I

Electrician's Daughter I wuld use
one hand for Insulation and with the
cither I would create a
by a quick connection against your
cheek. Science and Invention.
short-circu-

it

Cuticura Comforts Baby's Skin
When red, rough and Itching, by hot
baths of Cuticura Soap and touches of
Cuticura Ointment.
Also make use
now and then of that exquisitely scented
dusting powder, Cuticura Talcum, one
of the' Indispensable Cuticura Toilet
Trio. Advertisement

U
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Up on Arithmetic.
She isn't of school age yet not by
a year. But she knows her arithmetic.
The other evening a neighbor asked
whether little Miss Wisdom knew hei
A, B. C's.
"I know only a few of tliem," was
the reply. "I can count good, though."
"Oh, Is that so? You can count-l-et's
hear you."
There was a brief pause and then

Oum

Cold.

Bert Acosta, the air champion, said
at a banquet In Omaha:
Very Cursory.
A huntsman culled at the farmstead
"It is so cold In an airplane when
you reach great altitudes that If you
to settle for damages done by the
try to describe the weather up there
hounds, and found only the farmer's
you feel like a liar.
wife at home.
,
"Yes, you feel like the farm hand
"Has your good man made an examwho said:
ination yet?" he asked.
" 'Yep, mighty cold day, but 'tain't
"That he have, sir," replied Mrs.
nothin tu what I seen to hum wonst
Hodge."
in the Vermont mountings. Why, one
; "Rather a cursory examination, I
day In
suspect?"
time it was so dum
she began:
"Oh, dreadful, sir? Such language
"One, two, three, four, five, six, cold that we had a kittle of b'ilin' waI never heard never I"
seven, eight, nine, ten, Jack, queen, ter settln on the stovei and when we
took it out In the yard it friz so flu in
And the dame held up her hands ut king."
quick the Ice was hot' "
the bare recollection.
plg-kllli- n'

Tit-Bit- s.

One of the
My brother, who was popular with
the fair sex, had quite a collection of
s.

Before or After?

,

The nurses and. students at a certain London hospital were rehearsing
photographs.
a Greek play in English. They were
"Oh," I said to a girl I was showto perform It at a concert In aid of
ing them to, "you Would not be. intertheir exchequer.
in those. They are only some
There was an elderly woman .at the ested
rehearsal. She seemed a little mystiwas speechless when the second
I
fied.
up was her own.
Eventually she turned to the girl one I turned
beside her and said In a puzzled voice :
"Let me see, dear Euripides was he
before Venlzelos?"
Sensible Question.
She had the money and he a small
job. He wished to get married very
Cat and Kitten.
Kitty That man over there is star- badly, but she was rather undecided.
ing right at my nose.
One night as they sat talking about
Kat Maybe he's a reporter.
the future, he having coaxed her into
engagement, he said :
Kitty But why should a reporter a half-wastare at my nose?
"And we'll be very careful and not
Kat Well, they're supposed to keep run Into debt and have trouble as the
their eyes on everything that turns up, Slssons did. We'll always pay cash,
aren't they?
won't we, dear?"
A suspicious look came Into her face.
Laziness Is often ot the liver, and Quickly she put forth the question:
not of the spirit.
.
"Whose cash?"
y

She Read the Advertisements.
the dressing table in the
bride's boudoir stood a small shallow
vial. In the bottom of the
Upon

cut-gla-

vial could be seen some pinkish-lookinsubstance resembling plnstering
that had been dried and pulverized.
"And what Is that?" asked the curious friend.
"I read." said the bride simply,
"that one should keep one's wedding
day complexion.
That Is mine."
Strickland Gillilan in Wayside Tales.
g

Folks and Flowers.
Mrs. Kawler Those new neighbors
of ours must be rich, judging from
the clothes they wear.
Mrs. Wyse That's a poor way to
Judge, my dear. Some of the most
gorgeous flowers haven't a scent.
Boston Transcript.

The things that" come to the man
who waits are seldom the things that
he has been waiting for.
.

When Will Títere Be A
Disarmament of Dining Tables?
Suppose everybody would
recognize the fact that there's no
gain but much loss in keeping
up hostilities with the stomach!

Grape-Nut- s
makes a friend
of the tasté and an ally of the

stomach.

There's a charm and satisto, this delicious food
which prompts appetite to say,
"There's a meal!" and digestion
to answer, "Thank goodness,
here's peace at last!",
Grape-Nut- s
is the perfected
nutriment of wheat and malted
barley sweet, crisp, and won- derfully nourishing. It digests
quickly, and provides the necessary elements, including the
vital mineral salts, for body,
nerve and brain.
from your
Order Grape-Nu- ts
grocer today, and let a delighted
taste pass a treaty of peace along
to an enthusiastic digestion and

The saving would be beyond
all possibility of counting.
Yet millions go on declaring
war on the stomach and accepting war in return loading up
on starchy, heavy, unbalanced
highly-seasone- d

food at breakfast or
lunch
and wondering why comfort, happiness and efficiency

are out of reach.
Grape-Nut-

s-

-

faction

Suppose the ancient aggravation of improper food on indignant digestive organs should be
settled with guarantees of sensible diet and tranquil digestion!

and

,

.

assimilation.

the Body Builder
"There's a Reason"

Mads by Posta m Cereal Co., Inc., Battle Crack, Mich.

The
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Roy. Harding County,

n,

Kf Mexico. Sata day April 8th,

- DeFrees, Coun- announces
jiy superintendent,
c that the first Teachers Institu
te of Harding County will be
held at Mosquero, the County
Seat commencing June 5th., and
"ontinuing for two weeks. All tea
chers are requested to make arwill accom. Edgar Floersheim
rangements to attend. The law
pany Mrs. Floersheim to Sprin requires
all teachers to attend
ger where she will take the train
either the county institute or
"
""""'"
Mlie summer normal and the
P
S
County SuperintendantV office
attnatp.ace.
jwn make
it theh. poUcy
to give preference to the teach- .
i"s who have attended one of
IN MEMORIAM s
,
hese institutions. No permits
wiU bfef
anted
Once again the Angel of Death
.asn? as. tea51h"
tenms
has hovered over us, this time
.titutes m
'
1.1. Tt..
'
scnoois ana
py home of our highly esteemed L
rdmg County are
patron, and friendsTaTv and Mrs. ltlze?.8.?f
cordially
to visit the
invited
B.
E.
Laughter plunging their
home into deepest grief and cast- Harding County Institute,
A conductor and two instruc
ing over the county a pall of sadtors
will be in charge of the work
ness.
One of the instructors will have
charge of the primary plans and
i
rural school work. The regular
t6d course of study, preparing teach-f- P
Íw v
?
Wf
3
TfL? íi í?0dlína' lew for certification; wil be given
Mrv áÜ
'due attention and in addition to
heretofore
VfT bí?ra done at teadhers institutes a spe- -

Mrs" My

ülÜiülfíü!

I Personal Mention
lODIIIUIIIH
Hoy S. Wood made a business
trip to Springer last Friday. :"

a trip to
Dawson last Tuesday. afternoon.'
S. N. Gallegos made

T

Prof. Yarborough ' of Solano
was a business visitor in Roy
last Saturday.

--

:

!

Attorney Holly of Springer was
a professional visitor in Roy
ia-v-

t

Wednesday.

-

L

Little Avis Johnson and broth-

er Willie are having a seige of
the chicken pox this week.
County Treasurer Parkes was in
Roy Saturday afternoon enroute
home from the County Seat. ,

j

T

Chas. Wright, progressive bus- iness man of Mills was transact-- 1
ing business in Roy last Tues- day.
Mr. Ratcliff the new clerk at

1

í'

.1

ví ÍPIneral-íhoo- l
methodk will be
S Z;t;1naí10St
,enevltableigiven to actual demonstration of
W
An-g-

Tn

l

pain

Wnderganten ad primary work in

ceasedor

iux nci, mu Mie is iiuw, we nrm-- 1
manager of ly hope, lost in God
the Floersheim Merc. Co. is in
Pom m Yell Countv, Ark.,
town this week looking after his July 31, 1905. While an infant
business interests.
her parents moved to Texas and
remainded for eight years, then
Mrs. C. E. Anderson and child- moved to their present
home.
.j . m...
l - eaucauon
ren of Mosquero spent several ir
Her
days in Roy last week visiting Solano Public school. Whereby
relatives and friends.
she won ths respect, love and con
fidence of teachers and pupils.
Mrs. Jim Ruth who has been
Gazing upon her face as she
in the Plumlee hospital for sever- lays cold in death, clad in white,
al weeks is reported improving her calm features seem to depict
nicely and will soon be able to a heavenly peace. She appears
already to enjoy, in their
leave for her home.
Sol Floersheim

rj
iivi

;

mag-nificie- nt

hart.

.

'l
S iiS

d work in his new position last
Tuesday morning.

J. B. McNiel of Yatesville was
in town Monday taking out a load
of barb wire for his ranch ; he
is well pleased with the fact that
a star route has been established
from Roy past Yatesville to Kep

1

r,te,íifffgrffei?V

'

the Fairview Pharmacy commenc

mTM
Plni life

T

j

fullness, that sweet repose, in freedom from all enxiety
while is alone the last consolations of the school and Church.
Conscious to the end, she closed
her eyes to all things mortal, on
ly to oper. ihem again upon eternal scenes.

nvp iw!no. mn Aa A co
rwftl
cure several prominent speakers
who will address the teachers
from time to time and on the
evening of the 15th of June
graduation exercises for all of
the Eight Grade Graduates oí
be ym at
th New County
which time Hon John v Con.
vvay stat Superintendant, will
delivpr the nrincmI fld(wa
n h,b n
nranf tho ni,
uating class. A banquet wiil
follow the graduating exercises.
Pres. J. II. Wagner of Las Vegas
Normal has also promised to address the Institute during the

session.

Arrangements have been made
with the citizens of the community for the taking care of
teachers and visitors and several entertainments on a large

cpnlo n'n Km Tin nl'.nrmr1
Ainnrxr
;
friend's soul'u
u..
"c,u
the nearby canyons accompanher own V.?.r
little portion of labor, in ied by an old fashioned Weiriie
life s short day of trial was com- Roast. Rates for board and
pleted.
lodging will be both moderate
Our heart's' sincerest sympa and reasonable. The citizens oi
thy goes out to the grief strick- the town are getting behind the
en parents, loving brothers and entertainment program and the
sisters, who. are left to mourn coming Institute promises to be
her early death. She leaves in- one of the best ever held m this
deed a very saddened ho:r.e, a part of
state and one that
vacant chair, and wounded ach- will be a the
pattern for the succeeding hearts. May God comfort ing institutes to follow. As
the
and console them in this sudden Celebration of the second Birthgreat bereavement.
day of Harding County will be
The greatest Mnason to all of held at this time the attending
us is that God sees fit to pluck teachers and visitors will be
our sweetest flowers, but this is given entertainment second only
Thy will and, Thy will be done on to the institution provided.
earth as it is in heaven."
The morning sees some task
A terrific windstorm Monday
begun,
morning with a little snow add
The evening sees it closed.
ed to it made Monday a very disMay God help us labor for the agreeable day.
night is in repose.
LIBERTY

Thus our dear

The Baptist young folks went
'to Jail's last Saturday and put
on their play the "Hoodooed
Coon" which was shown to a
rowded house. The play was put
on for the benefit of the Mills
Sunday School.
Mr. T. L. Sullivan of Mosquero was a business visitor in Roy
the htter part of the week. Mr.
.Sullivan's friends are urging him
to become a candidate for sheriff subject to the action of the
Democratic convention.
Trvng Floersheim, Editor of
the Springer Times, Etna Floersheim, Nellie Taylor and

Miss

Smith, a school teacher of that
place, visited at the J. Floersheim home last Sunday, returning
to Sprnger the same day.

'

We feel that Mary had com
Ir. Sid. Reid who has. a home- pleted her task, and her life was
stead east of Roy, but who has a model we are glad to imitate.
bean in Chicago the past two
Though flowers bloom around
years, returned to Roy Tuesday
,
her tomb,
to make this his home. He re And sorrow fills our many homes
ports that conditions are getting
As she assends toward the
better back east.
skies,
She only bids us goodbye for a
Mrs. F. S. Brown received a
while.
telegram Monday morning statThe funeral services were held
ing that her sister was serious- at the Solano Church by the
ly ill at the family home in AshRev. L. A. Smith from
ley, Illinois and that her life had Fort Sumner on Thursday evenbeen despaired of. Mrs. Brown ing at 3 o'clock in the presence
left on the noon train Monday of a congregation which filled
for 111. and is rushing to the bed- the church to its capacity. Rev.
side of her sister.
Smith depict the Great Beyond,
as our savior standing in the mid
Tony Heimann was in froai the st of a field of lillies picking
rnnch last Tuesday to met; his Here and there the choicest fresh
friend Sidney Reid who" had just est flowers. In a beautiful manarrived from Chicago, Tony is ner he compared the yeung life
the same jolly fellow and is well just drawn to a close in sleep, to
pleased with the progress being await the coming of Him, who
made on the new Mosquero sch- shall gather the gems of moraliool building as Tony is one of ty.
Friends, who gathered from
the directors of this district. Mi.
Heimann called on the S. A. whi- Roy, Mosquero and Solano vicile in town and made the date on nities showed their esteem honhis paper read the latter part of ors, by their active participation.
Mary's girl friends were dressed
1923.
in white costumes, and acted as
EASTER SERVICES AT pall bearers. The beautiful wJiil
UNION CHURCH
te casket was covered with flowers presented by the two Sun
Next Sunday will be Easter day Schools, Masons, Odd Felser- lows and Public School.
Sunday and
vices will be held at the Union
The congeniality of the many
Church. The Sunday School les- Roy friends is confirmed by the
son will be a special Easter Les- bereaved family and friends.
Green be th turf above thee,
son. The sermon topic is the
forenoon will be "They have tak- Friend of our better days ;
And the
None knew thee but - to love
en away my Lord."
thee,
evening sermon wiil be "Th Sig-nsthe Times." Rev. Cooke None named Marv 'but to praise.
will deliver both of the Easter i We cherist the motto she had
tl 'adopted as part of her life, "To
Sermons and the public in
have friends i3 to be one."
is incited.

Despite the windstorm
day we had a good attendance at
S. S. Every one is cordially invited to come to the Liberty
Union S. S. at 2 P. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Mericle
mourn the death of their infant
son, who was born April 7th.
Many friends extend sympathy
to them in the loss of their babe.
Mrs. Ira Edw ards of Raton is
visiting at the Mericle home.
Word has been received from
Mrs. T. M. Ogden, who is now
visiting in Kansas, that it continues to rain there and every
thing is looking green and spring
like.
The Wright Bros, have been
delivering wheat to Roy for Fred
Odgen the past weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. D. P. Moore
were visitors to Roy last Saturday.
The little son of Mr. and Mrs.
Isom Vanderpool has developed
the mumps, the Christman children are convalesing.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Lucas and
Fred Odgen attended he Farewell reception of the HaH and
Brown families at Roy Monday.

We understand that RemejTff
NOTICE
Lopez has resigned his positions
as deputy County Clerk. We did
I will not be an applicant for
not leam who had been appoin- the superintendent of
the Roy
Outlook For Winter Wheat Crop ted as deputy in his place.
'
schools' for another yeart M. C.
In State Poor.
Hendricks,.
Roy McGlothlin was up from
The report of the Bureau of
Market and Crop Estimates, the County Seat last Friday. Roy
just released for publication thru has disposed of his restaurant at ADVERTISE m the S. A. it
the office of the State Statisti- Mosquero and we understand will pay you weff. Yon get sercian, R. F. Hare, shows a condi- purchased & farm in Arkansas.
vice from us..
tion on April 1, of 78.4 per cent
for the winter wheat in the U. S.,
comparedjto a condition of TG per
cent for the crop at this rate
last yen. The average in winter wheat is 1.2 per cent less
than that planted last year,, which produced 5,87 032,000 bushels.
With present conditions prevailing until harvest, the nation should produce 572,971,000 bushels
in 1922.
In New Mexico, the greater
part of the winter wheat is gro"Willie Smith" isn't his- name, but
wn in the dry farm counties.
this is what happened, lie- lost both
Only 60 per cent of last years'
forearms in a farm machinery acciacreage was planted this year,
dent. He and his family thought him
and due to insufficient moisture
a useless cripple a
wreck, '
during the fall and winter monAn industrial rehabilitation worker
ths, the prospects for a wheat
heard of his case, found means to
crop are very poor. From preshim with artificial limbs and toent indications a large acreage
day his usefulness is practically 10O
wiH be abandoned. Winter wheat
per cent restored.
in the irrigated counties is in
If you know of a case that industrial
good condition. It brings the
rehabilitation can help, report it to
state average condition up to 30
Per cent, which forecasts 610,200,
bushels for the state, compared
to 2, 142,000 bushels produced in
State Supervisor of Industrial Rehabilita-tion- ,
'
1921.
BIG WHEAT CROP IN PROSPECT FOR UNITED STATES

-

The Case of
Willie Smith

life-tih- w

D. W. ROCKEY.

'

Gooi ttye Crop in United States.
69.667.000 bushels of rv are

Department of Education,
Santa Fe. New Mexicoi

forecasted for the nation this
year from an 84 per cent condition.

The

April

condition

1.

last year, was only 76 per cent
on the 1921 crop that produced

GET

57,918,000 bushels.
The small acreatre for NewMexico has a condition of only
30 per cent.
Big Ini ease Shown In Hogs For
-

United States

Found

A abundant suimlv of chean
corn in tho countrv during the
past year has resulted in an increase of 111.1 per cent in the
number of breeding sows. On
April 1, the number was estimated at 12,424,000.
In New Mexico t.hei-- lias hppn
no increase during the year. The

number

A place where,

you cart get your repair work
done at reasonable rates, audi in & manner that
will give satisfaction.

remainine at 10.000.

We are experts in

While some counties in the dry
farm sections of the state show
a marked increase, there is generally a decrease in the irrigated
sections.
Labor Supply Exceeds Demand.
The farm supply of the United
States is 111 per cent of the demand, while the supply is nearly
normal (99.5 ) , and the demand
only 89.3 per cent of normal.
In New Mexico the farm labor
supply is 137
of the demand.
R. F. Hare,
Agrl. Statiscian.

the automobile repair game.
Whether your troubles be mechanical or electrical, bring them to. us and you will have no
cause for further worries. We can do it better.

Se

r vice

Ga

rage

RAYMOND PENDETON, MGR.

BEST EQUIPPED GARAGE IN HARDING

COUNTY,

Wm. Lofton of Mosquero was
trading with Roy merchants last
Friday.

sssasuss

T3T3t fiSgM'.'Vrtl

ESI

on Sun

Hon. Eufracio Gallegos, chairman of the Harding County
Board of Commissioners was in
Roy on business Wednesday.

special

For bargains watch theS. A.

you will find what you want.
Many are the hears

weary,

of

gen-cat-

1922.

i

that are

Many are the hearth that are sad
But we shall see you again
dear Mary, i
Then we shall be merry and ad.

What Makes
The Wife Happy
Pure food stuffs that enable
her to produce a perfect meal
at the minimum cbst and energy.

We Handle Nothing
But The Best
FOR SALE OR TRADE A GOOD REO SIX CYLINDER
CAR WILL TAKE CATTLE IN TRADE- -

S. E. PAXTON GROCERY

COMPANY
"

